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Abstract
The ability to recognize and repair abnormal DNA structures is common to all forms of life. Studies in a variety of
species have identified an incredible diversity of DNA repair pathways. Documenting and characterizing the similarities and
differences in repair between species has important value for understanding the origin and evolution of repair pathways as
well as for improving our understanding of phenotypes affected by repair Že.g., mutation rates, lifespan, tumorigenesis,
survival in extreme environments.. Unfortunately, while repair processes have been studied in quite a few species, the
ecological and evolutionary diversity of such studies has been limited. Complete genome sequences can provide potential
sources of new information about repair in different species. In this paper, we present a global comparative analysis of DNA
repair proteins and processes based upon the analysis of available complete genome sequences. We use a new form of
analysis that combines genome sequence information and phylogenetic studies into a composite analysis we refer to as
phylogenomics. We use this phylogenomic analysis to study the evolution of repair proteins and processes and to predict the
repair phenotypes of those species for which we now know the complete genome sequence. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: DNA repair; Molecular evolution; Phylogenomics; Gene duplication and gene loss; Orthology and paralogy; Comparative
genomics

1. Introduction
Genomic integrity is under constant threat in all
species. These threats come in many forms Že.g.,
agents that damage DNA, spontaneous chemical
changes, and errors in DNA metabolism., lead to a
variety of alterations in the normal DNA structure
Že.g., single- and double-strand breaks, chemically
)
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modified bases, abasic sites, bulky adducts, interand intra-strand cross-links, and base-pairing mismatches. and have many direct and indirect effects
on cells and organisms Že.g., mutations, genetic recombination, the inhibition or alteration of cellular
processes, chromosomal aberrations, tumorigenesis,
and cell death.. Given this diversity of threats and
their effects, it is not surprising that there is a
corresponding diversity of DNA repair processes.
Overall, repair pathways have been found that can
repair just about any type of DNA abnormality. The
cellular functions of all known repair pathways are
also diverse. These functions include the correction
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of replication errors, resistance to killing by DNA
damaging agents, chromosome duplication and segregation, cell cycle control, generation of antibody
diversity in vertebrates, regulation of interspecies
recombination, meiotic and mitotic recombination,
transcription or replication elongation, and tumor
suppression. The diversity of DNA repair pathways
can be readily seen by comparing and contrasting
different pathways. For example, some pathways are
able to repair only a single type of abnormality,
others are quite broad and are able to repair many
abnormalities. Similarly, some pathways are simple,
involving single enzymes and single steps; others are
highly complex, involving many steps and dozens of
enzymes working in concert. In addition, some pathways have single functions while others have roles in
a variety of cellular processes.
The diversity of specificity, functions, and complexity of repair pathways is best understood by
comparing mechanisms of action among pathways.
Such comparisons are simplified by the division of
repair processes into three major classes based on
general mechanism of action: direct repair Žin which
abnormalities are chemically reversed., recombinational repair Žin which homologous recombination is
used to repair abnormalities. and excision repair Žin
which a section of the DNA strand containing an
abnormality is removed and a repair patch is synthesized using the intact strand as a template.. Within
each of these classes there are multiple types and
sometimes even subtypes of repair. For example,
there are dozens of different subtypes of base excision repair ŽBER., which itself is one of three main
types of excision repair Žthe other two being nucleotide excision repair ŽNER. and mismatch excision repair ŽMMR...
The diversity of DNA repair pathways outlined
above is the diversity of all known repair processes
in all species. One aspect of this overall diversity is
that found within species. For example, Escherichia
coli, Saccharomyces cereÕisiae and humans each
exhibit all the major classes of repair, and multiple
types and even subtypes of each class. It is likely
that most or even all species also have many classes
and types of repair. The within species diversity
allows a species to recognize and repair many types
of abnormalities and also provides redundancy since
there is overlap among many pathways. Another

aspect of the diversity of DNA repair is that due to
differences between species. These interspecific differences come in two forms. First, although all
species have many types of repair, the exact repertoire of types differs between species. For example,
although all species studied have BER, the particular
types of abnormal bases that are repaired by BER
differ greatly. Similarly, photoreactivation ŽPHR. is
found in some species, such as E. coli and yeast, but
not others, such as humans w1x. There are also differences within particular types and subtypes of repair
between species. For example, in those species that
have been found to have MMR, the particular mismatches that are best repaired are highly species
specific w2x. Differences in specificity exist in almost
every type of repair even between closely related
species.
Differences in the specificity and types of repair
such as those described above can have profound
biological effects. For example, it has been suggested that the accelerated mutation rate in mycoplasmas may be due in part to deficiencies in
DNA repair w3,4x. Examples of other phenotypes and
features that may be variable between individuals,
strains or species due to differences in repair include
cancer rates w5x, lifespan w6,7x, pathogenesis w8–10x,
codon usage and GC content w11,12x, evolutionary
rates w13x, survival in extreme environments w14x,
speciation w15,16x, and diurnalrnocturnal patterns
w17x. Thus, to understand differences in any of these
phenotypes, it is useful to understand differences in
repair.
Characterization of repair in different species is
also of great use in understanding the evolution of
repair proteins and processes. This is important not
just because repair is a major cellular process, but
also because information about the evolution of repair provides a useful perspective for comparative
repair studies. In general, an evolutionary perspective is useful in any comparative study because it
allows a focus on how and why similarities and
differences arose rather than the simple identification
and characterization of similarities and differences
w18x. For studies of DNA repair, we believe an
evolutionary perspective is the key to understanding
differences in repair between species, as well as the
mechanisms and functions of particular repair processes w19–21x.
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Unfortunately, comparative and evolutionary studies of DNA repair processes have been limited because of the lack of detailed studies of repair in a
wide ecological and evolutionary diversity of species
w19x. Recently, a potential new source of comparative
repair data has emerged: complete genome sequences. In theory, complete genome sequences
should enable the prediction of the phenotype of a
particular strain or species, while also providing a
wealth of data for comparative analysis. In practice,
however, obtaining useful information from complete genome sequences is quite difficult. We have
been developing a new approach that combines the
analysis of complete genome sequences with evolutionary reconstructions into a composite analysis we
refer to as phylogenomics w21–23x. We present here
a global phylogenomic analysis of DNA repair proteins and processes. We use this phylogenomic analysis to infer the evolutionary history of repair pathways and the respective proteins that comprise them
and to make predictions about the repair phenotypes
of species for which genomes have been sequenced.
In addition, we discuss the uses of evolutionary
analysis in studies of complete genome sequences,
the uses of complete genome sequences in studies of
evolution, and the advantages of the combined phylogenomic approach.
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algorithms w24x. A conservative operational definition of homology Ži.e., high threshold of sequence
similarity. was used to limit the number of false
positive results Ži.e., identifying genes as homologs
that do not share common ancestry.. In some cases,
this threshold was lowered if other evidence suggested that homologs were highly divergent Žsee
Section 4.. Since this conservative approach might
lead to false negatives, iterative search methods Že.g.,
PSI-blast w24x and manual methods. were used to
increase the likelihood of identifying highly divergent homologs of the reference protein. Presence and
absence of homologs of genes in particular species
was determined by searching Žusing the above methods. against complete genome sequences ŽTable 1..
Homologs of repair genes that had been cloned from
species for which complete genomes were not available were identified by searching against the NR and
EST databases at the National Center for Biotechnology Žwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.. The amino acid sequences of all putative homologs of a particular gene
were aligned using the Clustal W program w25x. The
alignments were examined manually to assess the
reliability of the homology assignments. In addition,
block-motifs were made of alignments using the
blocks web server Žwww.blocks.fhcrc.org.. These
were then used for additional database searches to
identify sequences containing motifs similar to those
that were aligned together.

2. Methods
2.2. EÕolutionary relationships among homologs
Our phylogenomic analysis can be divided into a
series of steps, with feedback loops between some
steps such that initial analyses are subsequently refined Žsee Table 2 for an outline of methods used..
The steps are described below as well as in some
previous papers w21–23x.
2.1. Presence and absence of homologs
The first major step in phylogenomic analysis is
the determination of the presence and absence of
homologs of genes of interest in different species.
For the analysis here, genes with established roles in
DNA repair processes were identified by a comprehensive review of the literature. Likely homologs of
these genes were identified by searching a variety of
sequence databases using the blast and blast 2 search

The second major step in phylogenomic analysis
is the characterization of the evolutionary relationships among all homologs of each gene. To do this,
phylogenetic trees were generated for each group of
homologs from the sequence alignments Žexcluding
poorly conserved regions. by the neighbor-joining
and parsimony methods of the PAUPU program w26x.
The robustness of phylogenetic patterns was assessed
using bootstrapping and by comparing phylogenetic
trees generated with different algorithms.
2.3. Inference of eÕolutionary eÕents
In the third major step in phylogenomic analysis,
four main events in the history of each gene family
Žgene origin, gene duplication, lateral gene transfer
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Table 1
Completely or nearly completely sequenced genomes analyzed
Species

Classification

Size Žmb.

a Orfs

Reference

Bacteria
E. coli K-12
Haemophilus influenzae Rd KW20
Rickettsia prowazekii Madrid E
Helicobacter pylori 26695
He. pylori J99
Campylobacter jejuni NCTC 1168
Bacillus subtilis 168
Mycoplasma genitalium G-37
Mycop. pneumoniae M129
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37rV
Borrelia borgdorferi B31
Treponema pallidum Nichols
Chlamydia trachomatis serovar D
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Deinococcus radiodurans R1
Thermotoga maritima MSB8
Aquifex aeolicus VF5

Proteobacteria Ž g .
Proteobacteria Ž g .
Proteobacteria Ž a .
Proteobacteria Ž ´ .
Proteobacteria Ž ´ .
Proteobacteria Ž ´ .
Low GC Gram q
Low GC Gram q
Low GC Gram q
High GC Gram q
Spirochete
Spirochete
Chlamydia
Cyanobacteria
DeinococcusrThermus
Thermotogales
Aquificaceae

4.60
1.83
1.1
1.67
1.67
1.70
4.20
0.58
0.82
4.41
1.44
1.14
1.05
3.57
3.20
1.80
1.55

4288
1743
y834
1590
1590
nra
4100
470
679
; 4000
1283
1041
nra
3168
3193
1877
1512

w172x
w30x
w173x
w174x
w175x
w176x
w177x
w178x
w179x
w180x
w181x
w182x
w183x
w184x
w185x
w171x
w186x

Euryarchaeota

1.66

1738

w187x

Euryarchaeota

1.75

1855

w188x

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

1.80
2.18

y2000
2436

w189x
w190x

Fungi

13.0

5885

w191x

Archaea
Methanococcus jannaschii
DSM 2661
Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum DH
Pyrococcus horikoshii OT3
Archaeoglobus fulgidus
VC-16, DSM4304
Eukaryote
S. cereÕisiae S288C

and gene loss. are inferred. The first step in identifying these events involves determining evolutionary
distribution patterns ŽEDPs. for each gene. EDPs,
which are determined by overlaying gene
presencerabsence information onto an evolutionary
tree of species, reveal a great deal about the evolutionary history of particular genes Žsee Table 3.. For
example, if a gene is present in only one subsection
of the species tree, then it likely originated in that
subsection. However, some EDPs do not have a
single likely mechanism of generation and thus require further analysis before being used to identify
specific evolutionary events. For example, an uneven
distribution pattern Žscattered presence and absence
throughout the species tree. can be explained either
by lateral transfer to the species with an unexpected
presence of the gene or by gene loss in species with

an unexpected absence. Ascertaining which event
occurred can usually be accomplished by comparing
the gene tree to the species tree and testing for
congruence. If there has been a lateral transfer in the
past, then the species tree and the gene tree should
be incongruent Ži.e., they should have different
branching topology.. In contrast, if there has been a
gene loss in the past, then the gene and species trees
should be congruent except that some species will
not be represented in the gene tree. This comparison
of gene tree, species tree, and EDPs was used to
identify likely cases of gene duplication, loss, and
lateral transfer in the history of every DNA repair
gene. Then parsimony reconstruction methods were
used to determine the likely timing of gene origin,
loss, duplication and transfer events. In this analysis,
we used the MacClade computer program w27x to
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attempt to identify the evolutionary scenario that
requires the fewest events to arrive at the current
distribution patterns. Since this type of analysis is
not commonly used for molecular data, an example
Žfor tracing gene loss. is presented in Fig. 1.
An essential component in the identification of
gene loss, duplication, origin and transfer is the
species tree. Unfortunately, there is no general consensus concerning the relationships among all of the
species analyzed here. For the analysis described
here, a species tree based upon the Ribosomal
Database Project trees w28x was used. In this tree,
Archaea, bacteria and eukaryotes are each monophyletic and Archaea are a sister group to eukaryotes. In the sections on specific repair pathways, the
possible effects of alternative species trees are discussed.
2.4. Refining homology groups
In the fourth major step in phylogenomic analysis,
evolutionary analysis is used to refine the list of
presence and absence of homologs of particular
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genes. For the analysis reported here, this involved
two types of refinement. First, if gene duplication
events were identified, genes were divided into
groups of orthologs and paralogs, and then presence
and absence was determined only for orthologs of
the query gene. In addition, in some cases, gene trees
were used to subdivide gene families into evolutionarily distinct subfamilies, and then presence and
absence was determined only for homologs in the
same subfamily as the query gene.
2.5. Functional predictions and functional eÕolution
The fifth major step in phylogenomic analysis
involves studies of functional evolution for individual gene families. Functional evolution was studied
by overlaying information on gene functions onto the
gene trees. Then parsimony reconstruction methods
were used to trace changes of function over evolutionary time Žthis was done in much the same way as
for presence and absence of genes described above..
Tracing functional evolution is an important component of making functional predictions for both ances-

Fig. 1. Demonstration of using EDPs to trace gene gain and loss. An evolutionary tree of the relationships among some representatives of
the bacteria, Archaea and eukaryotes is shown. Presence of genes in these species is indicated by a colored box at the tip of the terminal
branches of the tree. Gain and loss of the gene is inferred through parsimony reconstruction techniques. Within the bacterial part of the tree,
we divide the species into major phyla but have collapsed the branches joining the different phyla to indicate that the relationships among
these phyla are ambiguous.
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tral genes and uncharacterized genes as described
w22x and phenotypic predictions for species. For example, if there have been many functional changes in
the history of a particular gene or gene family, then
the identification of the presence of homologs of
such genes in a species is not sufficient information
to predict the presence of a particular activity. Thus,
tracing functional changes helps prevent incorrect
predictions of function. In addition, tracing functional changes can also greatly improve the chances
of making correct functional predictions for ancestral
genes and uncharacterized genes w22x. Such functional predictions are made based on the position of
the gene of interest in the gene tree relative to genes
with known functions and based on inferring evolutionary events such as gene duplications that may
identify groups of genes with similar functions w22x.
Specific functional predictions made for repair genes
are discussed in the sections on the different repair
pathways. It is important to note that all studies of
functional evolution and predictions of gene function
should use only experimental information on gene
functions and not database annotation. Thus, for our
analysis we made extensive use of the primary literature on gene functions. We apologize for being
unable to cite all sources here.
2.6. Pathway analysis
The last major step in phylogenomic analysis
involves comparing and combining the results of
analyses of different genes and pathways. One aspect
of this is the comparison of the presence and absence
of all the genes in a pathway in different species. If
genes in a pathway are always present or absent as a
unit Ži.e., no gene in the pathway is ever present
without the other genes., this suggests a conserved
association among these genes. If the genes are not
always present together, there are multiple possible
explanations, including that the pathway is found in
the different species but that some genes have been
replaced by non-orthologous genes w29x; that the
pathway does not function the same way in all
species; or that the genes do not work together as
was thought. The presence and absence of genes in
different species was studied for all repair pathways.
Another important aspect of pathway analysis is
determining if there are any correlated evolutionary

events for different genes in a pathway Že.g., gene
loss or duplication.. Such correlated events lend
extra support to a conserved association among genes,
especially if correlated events occurred multiple times
in different lineages. Correlated events were studied
for all repair pathways. A third component of phylogenomic analysis of pathways involves comparing
functional evolution between and within pathways.
For example, if a particular activity evolved only
once, then the presence or absence of the geneŽs.
required for that activity can be used as a good
estimator of the presence and absence of the activity.
If a particular activity evolved separately many times,
then there may be many as of yet uncharacterized
genes that can also provide that activity. Therefore,
even if a species does not encode any of the genes
known to have that activity, one should not conclude
that the species does not have that activity.

3. Results and discussion
The publication in 1995 of the first complete
genome sequence of a free-living organism initiated
a new phase of biology research w30x. Currently,
more than 20 complete genome sequences are publicly available ŽTable 1. and it is likely that there
will be hundreds more available within a few years.
These genome sequences provide an unprecedented
window into the biology of the species that have
been sequenced as well as into the evolution of life
on the planet. To make the most out of genome
sequences, both for studies of the biology of species
and for studies of evolution, we believe that evolutionary reconstructions and genome analysis should
be integrated into a single composite approach, which
we refer to as phylogenomics w21,22x.
The first reason to combine evolutionary reconstructions and genomics is that evolutionary analysis
can greatly improve what can be learned from
genome sequences. In general, an evolutionary perspective is useful in any comparative biological study
because it allows one to go beyond identifying what
is similar or different between species and to focus
instead on understanding how and why such similarities and differences may have arisen w18,31x. The
benefits of an evolutionary perspective are well
known in some aspects of comparative biology such
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as comparative physiology and ecology w18,31x. Although it is not well recognized, an evolutionary
perspective has also been quite useful in many aspects of comparative molecular biology, including
making functional predictions w22x, inferring mutation processes w32x, determining secondary and tertiary structures of ribosomal RNA w33x and proteins
w34x, making motif-patterns for conserved proteins
w35x, and in sequence searching algorithms w36x. All
such methods can be of use in comparative genomic
analysis as well.
Just as evolutionary methods can benefit comparative genomic studies, genome analysis is incredibly
useful in studies of evolution. One aspect of this is
the wealth of comparative data provided by genome
sequences which allow studies of the evolutionary
relationships among species in a way never before
possible. It is the completeness of complete genome
sequences that allows one to address questions never
before possible in evolutionary studies. For example,
one can now analyze codon usage of all genes in a
genome and compare this between species w37x.
Complete genomes can also be used to compare and
contrast the evolution of different pathways both
within and between species.
The reason for a composite phylogenomic approach is that there are feedback loops between
genome analysis and evolutionary reconstruction such
that they are impossible to separate in some cases
and in most other cases they can be combined for a
mutual benefit. For example, in the inference of gene
loss, complete genome information is required to
show that a species does not encode any homologs
of the gene thought to have been lost. Evolutionary
analysis is then required to show that an ancestor of
the species without the gene likely had the gene.
Similarly, in the inference of gene duplication,
genome analysis is required to determine the number
of homologs of a particular gene in different species.
Then evolutionary analysis is needed to divide the
homologs into orthologs and paralogs. Finally,
genome analysis is required to determine the presence and absence of the different orthologs. There
are many other areas in which genome and evolutionary analysis can be combined for mutual benefit,
including making functional predictions for individual genes w22x, predicting species phenotype, and
tracing the evolution of pathways. We have incorpo-
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rated many of these into our phylogenomic analysis
Žsee Table 2 and Section 2..
Here we apply our phylogenomic approach to the
study of DNA repair processes. We have divided our
analysis into two main subsections. In the first subsection, we discuss our results on a pathway by
pathway basis. For each pathway, we review what is
known about the pathway and the proteins in that
pathway in the species in which the pathway is best
characterized. Then we discuss what is known about
this pathway in other species. Finally, we present the
results of our phylogenomic analysis as well as
results of other comparative or evolutionary studies
of this pathway, such as the recently published comprehensive analysis of DNA repair domains w38x. In
the second subsection, we discuss our results from a
broader perspective, looking at all repair pathways
together. To simplify our discussion, we have summarized our results in a few ways. In Fig. 3 we have
traced the inferred gain and loss of repair genes onto
an evolutionary tree of the species. In Table 6 we
have sorted the repair genes by pathway and by the
inferred timing of the origin of each gene.
3.1. Direct repair
3.1.1. PHR
PHR is a general term used to refer to the ability
of cells to make use of visible light to reverse the
toxic effects of UV irradiation. PHR has been found
in bacteria, Archaea and eukaryotes. Despite the
highly general way that PHR is defined, all characterized enzymatic PHR processes involve a similar
type of direct repair of UV irradiation-induced DNA
lesions w39x. Therefore, the term PHR is frequently
used more narrowly to refer to this type of DNA
repair. Two different types of PHR have been discovered — the most common one involving the
reversal of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers ŽCPDs.
and the other involving the reversal of 6–4 pyrimidine–pyrimidone photoproducts Ž6–4s.. In addition,
PHR processes differ from each other in their action
spectrum, the wavelength of light required for peak
activity, and the particular cofactor used to facilitate
energy transfer w39x. Despite the different substrates,
all PHR processes are quite similar — all are single
step processes that have similar mechanisms and all
enzymes that perform PHR Žknown as photolyases.
are homologous.
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Table 2
Components of phylogenomic analysis
Component
Gene analysis
Ž1. Database of genes of interest.
Ž2. Searching for homologs.
Ž3. Functional predictions.

Genome analysis
Ž4. Gene presencer.
absence in species.
Ž5. Correlated presencer
absence.
Ž6. Phenotype predictions.

EÕolutionary analysis
Ž7. Gene trees.

Ž8. EDPs.
Ž9. Congruence.

How is it determined?

Uses of this component

Personal choice, characterized genes.
Blast, PSI-blast, BLOCKS.
Set homology threshold.
Overlay known functions of
genes onto gene tree.

Similarity searches Ž2..
Presencerabsence Ž4.; gene tree Ž7..

Searches Ž2. of complete genome
sequences. Some refinement
from evolutionary analysis Ž7, 10..
Analyze presencerabsence Ž4. in
different species.
Combine functional predictions Ž3.,
presencerabsence Ž4. and
pathway evolution Ž11..

Set homology threshold for searches Ž2.
and use phylogenetic analysis
of all homologs.
Overlay gene presencerabsence Ž4.
onto species tree.
Compare gene tree Ž7. to species tree.

Ž10. Gene evolution events.

Analysis of gene tree Ž7.,
congruence Ž9. and EDPs Ž8..

Ž11. Pathway evolution.

Integrate gene evolution Ž10.,
evolutionary distribution Ž8.,
correlated presencerabsence Ž5..

The comparison of photolyases is somewhat complicated by the fact that some photolyase homologs
do not repair any lesions but instead function as
blue-light receptors w40x. Comparative sequence analysis reveals that the photolyase gene family can be
divided into two subfamilies, referred to as classI Žor
PhrI. and classII Žor PhrII. w39x. ClassI includes the
photolyases of E. coli, Halobacterium halobium and
yeast, as well as the blue-light receptors from plants
and a human gene with no known function w1x.
ClassII includes the photolyases from Myxococcus
xanthus, M. thermoautotrophicum, goldfish and marsupials.
Most species for which complete genome sequences are available do not encode any photolyase
homolog, and those that do encode either a PhrI or a

Prediction of phenotypes Ž6.;
functional evolution.

Evolutionary analysis Ž8, 10..

Functional predictions Ž3.,
pathway evolution Ž11..
Identify universal activities.

Presencerabsence Ž4.;
identifying evolutionary events Ž10.,
functional predictions Ž3..
Identifying gene evolutionary
events; pathway evolution.
Distinguish lateral transfer
from other events Ž8..
Pathway evolution Ž11.,
correlated and convergent
events, presencerabsence Ž4.;
functional predictions Ž3..
Phenotype predictions Ž6.;
functional predictions Ž3..

PhrII, but not both. It is important to note that some
species for which the complete genomes are not
available encode both PhrI and PhrII homologs Že.g.,
Arabidopsis thaliana.. Phylogenetic trees of the photolyase gene family Žours and those of Ref. w39x., and
the fact that both PhrI and PhrII are found in each of
the major domains of life ŽTable 4., suggest that the
two gene families are the result of an ancient duplication event. Thus, we conclude that the last common ancestor of all life encoded both a PhrI and a
PhrII and that the uneven distribution pattern of
these genes is best explained by gene loss events in
some lineages. For example, a PhrI gene loss likely
occurred recently in the H. influenzae lineage since
many other g-Proteobacteria Žincluding E. coli,
Neisseria gonorrhoeae, and Salmonella typhi-
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murium. encode a PhrI. It is possible that gene loss
has occurred in humans as well. Marsupials encode a
PhrII, but a PhrII has not yet been found in humans.
The rampant loss of PhrI and PhrII genes is not
particularly surprising since many species may have
switched from high to low UV irradiation environments and thus may not have much use for PHR. In
addition, since both 6–4s and CPDs can be repaired
by other pathways such as NER, PHR is not absolutely necessary for repair of these lesions. Some
gene duplication has also occurred in the photolyase
gene family — for example, Synechocystis sp. encodes two PhrIs. In addition, it is likely that there
have been some lateral gene transfers of Phr genes
— A. thaliana encodes a PhrI that likely was transferred from the chloroplast genome Ždata not shown..
By tracing the evolution of functions of photolyase homologs, we conclude that the ancestral Phr
protein was a photolyase and thus that the last
common ancestor could perform PHR. Photolyase
genes may have been more important in the early
evolution of life since there was no ozone layer then
to attenuate the intense solar UV flux w41x. This
analysis also shows that the blue-light receptors descended from photolyases and thus have lost PHR
activity but retained the ability to absorb blue-light
w39x. Our analysis also shows that there have been
multiple cases of change of function between CPD
and 6–4 specificity. Because the history of photolyases is filled with functional changes and loss of
function, we believe that the presence of a photolyase homolog in a species cannot be used to
unambiguously predict the presence of PHR activity
or its nature Že.g., CPD vs. 6–4..
The specific origin of photolyase enzymes is difficult to determine since the photolyase gene family
does not show any obvious homology to any other
proteins. However, it is useful to recognize that
limited photolyase activity can be provided by a
tripeptide sequence ŽLys-Trp-Lys. w42–44x, suggesting that a photolyase protein could have evolved
relatively easily early in evolution.
3.1.2. Alkylation reÕersal
A common form of damage to DNA bases occurs
when alkyl groups Žespecially methyl and ethyl
groups. are covalently linked to DNA bases. One
way that cells repair this damage is by transferring
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the alkyl group off the DNA, a form of direct repair
known as alkyltransfer repair w45,46x. Alkyltransfer
repair has been found in bacteria, Archaea and eukaryotes w47x. All alkyltransfer repair processes are
highly similar. First, all are catalyzed by a single
protein which transfers O-6-alkyl guanine from the
DNA to itself in a suicide process Žthe protein is
never used again.. In addition, comparative sequence
analysis reveals that all alkyltransferases share a
highly conserved core domain and thus are all homologs w48,49x. The comparison of alkyltransferase
proteins is somewhat complicated because some contain additional domains ŽFig. 2.. For example, in E.
coli the Ogt protein contains only the alkyltransferase domain while the Ada protein contains the
alkyltransferase domain and a transcriptional regulatory domain. Ada uses the second domain as part of
an inducible response to alkylation damage.
Our analysis shows that many but not all species
encode alkyltransferase homologs ŽTable 4.. Since
alkyltransferase homologs are found in at least some
species from each of the major domains of life
ŽTable 4., we conclude that they are ancient proteins
and were present in the last common ancestor of all
organisms. Thus, the absence of an alkyltransferase
homolog from some species Že.g., D. radiodurans,
the two mycoplasmas, Synechocystis sp., R.
prowazekii, and B. borgdorferi . is likely due to gene
loss. The two alkyltransferases in E. coli are likely
the result of gene duplication and domain shuffling.
Specifically, we infer that in the g-Proteobacteria
there was a duplication into two alkyltransferase
genes and subsequently the transcriptional regulatory
domain was added onto the Ada protein. Interestingly, Gram positive bacteria also encode a two
domain protein with an Ada transcriptional-regulatory domain, but in this case the Ada domain is
fused to an alkyl glycosylase domain Žsee Fig. 2..
Since all characterized members of this gene family function as alkyltransferases, we conclude that
the presence of an alkyltransferase homolog in a
species likely indicates the presence of alkyltransferase activity. Thus, the last common ancestor was
likely able to perform alkylation repair. In addition,
since no other proteins have been found to have this
activity, we conclude that the absence of an alkyltransferase homolog likely indicates the absence of
alkyltransferase activity. However, the species with-
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of an alignment of alkyltransferase genes.

out an alkyltransferase homolog likely are still able
to repair alkylation damage — some encode alkylation glycosylases for BER and all encode genes for
NER Žsee below..
3.1.3. DNA ligation
DNA ligation Žthe process of joining together two
separate DNA strands. is required for replication,
recombination and all forms of excision repair, and
when used to repair DNA strand breaks, is a form of
direct repair. DNA ligation is usually performed by a
single ligase enzyme, although accessory proteins
frequently aid in the process. The ligases that are
used for DNA repair can be divided into two apparently unrelated families. Ligase-Is, which have been
found and characterized in many bacterial species
Že.g., DnlJ of E. coli ., are all NAD-dependent w50x.
Ligase-IIs, which have been found in many viruses,
Archaea and eukaryotes w51x, are all ATP-dependent.
Multiple Ligase-IIs with similar but not completely
overlapping functions have been found in many eukaryotes.
Our comparative analysis shows that, of the
species analyzed here, all bacteria and only bacteria
encode a Ligase-I, some bacteria encode a Ligase-II,

all Archaea encode a Ligase-II, and all eukaryotes
encode multiple Ligase-IIs. We therefore conclude
that Ligase-Is originated early in bacterial evolution.
We also conclude that Ligase-IIs originated in a
common ancestor of Archaea and eukaryotes, and
that subsequently there were duplications in eukaryotes and lateral transfers to some bacteria and viruses.
Although functional information is not available for
any of the bacterial Ligase-IIs, given the functional
conservation among members of this gene family in
eukaryotes and Archaea, we suggest that they act as
ligases. Perhaps they provide an alternative type of
ligase function to the universal bacterial Ligase-Is
that are found in these species. Since all species
encode a homolog of one of the two ligase families
and since all characterized members of these gene
families are ligases, it is likely that all species have
ligation activity.
3.2. MMR
The ability to recognize and repair mismatches in
DNA has been well documented in many species.
Since mismatches can be generated in many ways,
processes that repair mismatches have many func-
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tions, including the repair of some types of DNA
damage, the regulation of recombination, and, perhaps most importantly, the prevention of mutations
due to replication errors w52x. Mismatches can be
repaired by three main mechanisms — by BER
glycosylases which recognize specific mismatches
Ždiscussed in Section 3.5.; by a general mismatch
excision repair process Žreferred to here as mismatch
repair or MMR. that can repair many types of mismatches; and by a variant of the general MMR
process that uses endonucleases specific for certain
mismatches as well as many of the proteins involved
in general MMR.
MMR has been found in a wide diversity of
species and has been best characterized in E. coli in
which it works in the following way w52x. First, the
MutS protein binds to a mismatch or a small unpaired loop and, with the cooperation of MutL, the
region is targeted for excision repair. The newly
replicated strand Žand thus the strand containing the
replication error. is targeted for repair by the fact
that it will not yet have been methylated by the Dam
protein. This lack of methylation makes the newly
replicated strand the target of the MutH endonuclease which, when activated by the MutS–MutL complex, cuts the unmethylated strand at GATC sites
near the mismatch. Various exonucleases and the
UvrD helicase complete the excision of the target
strand and a very large repair patch is resynthesized
using the intact strand as a template.
While the overall scheme of general MMR is
similar between species, not all details are identical
w5,53,54x. For example, while all species exhibit
strand specificity, the mechanism of strand recognition is different between species. In addition, there
are many differences in the post-cleavage steps between species. However, there is a conserved core of
general MMR: homologs of the E. coli MutS and
MutL proteins are absolutely required for MMR in
all species w5,53x. MutS Žand its homologs. are always responsible for the recognition step and MutL
Žand its homologs. have an as of yet poorly characterized structural role. Some of the unusual features
of MutS and MutL homologs in different species are
what led us to explore phylogenomic methods w21x.
For example, eukaryotes encode multiple functionally distinct homologs of MutS and MutL, only some
of which participate in MMR. In addition, some
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species encode MutS homologs but not MutL homologs. We showed that this is explained by the
finding that the MutS family is composed of two
major subfamilies ŽMutS1 and MutS2. and only
those proteins in the MutS1 subfamily are involved
in MMR. This functional information is supported by
the finding that all species either encode homologs
of both MutS1 and MutL or neither. Thus, in the
species with only a MutS homolog and no MutL, the
MutS is always a MutS2.
The origins of the MutS1 and MutL proteins are
difficult to determine with certainty from the currently available data. In particular, the presence of
homologs of these two genes in bacteria and eukaryotes but not Archaea needs to be explained. Some
evidence suggests that MutS1 and MutL were present in the last common ancestor of all species. The
arguments for why MutS1 is likely ancient have
been previously discussed w21x. We propose that
MutL is also ancient because we have isolated a
clone of a portion of a MutL homolog from the
Archaea Haloferax Õolcanii w19x. Thus, we conclude
that the absence of MutS1 and MutL from the Archaea analyzed here is due to gene loss. An alternative theory suggests that all eukaryotic MutS homologs were transferred to the nucleus from the
mitochondrial genome w38x. We do not believe this is
correct because the eukaryotic MutS and MutL homologs do not all branch in evolutionary trees close
to the R. prowazekii MutS and MutL homologs.
However, the eukaryotic MSH1 genes do branch in
MutS family trees next to the R. prowazekii MutS
homolog. Thus, we propose that the MSH1 genes
were transferred from the mitochondrial genome,
which is consistent with experiments that show that
these genes function in mitochondrial MMR. Interestingly, there is a MutS homolog encoded by the
mitochondrial genome of a coral species but this is a
gene in the MutS2 subfamily and likely does not
function in MMR.
Whether or not MutS1 and MutL are ancient,
since homologs of these genes are found in most
bacteria, we conclude that the ancestor of all bacteria
encoded MutS1 and MutL homologs. Thus, we infer
that the absence of these genes from some species is
due to gene loss. Tracing gene loss events shows that
loss of MutS1 and MutL has occurred many times in
the history of bacteria including in the mycoplasmal
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lineage Žthey are absent from the mycoplasmas but
present in other low-GC Gram-positive species., the
´-Proteobacterial lineage Žthey are absent from C.
jejuni and He. pylori but present in other Proteobacteria., and the Mycob. tuberculosis lineage w21x.
Since the function of MutS1 and MutL homologs is
highly conserved, we conclude that species with
homologs of these likely have MMR. Since no other
proteins are known to perform general MMR we
conclude that species without homologs of these
genes Ž He. pylori, C. jejuni, Mycob. tuberculosis,
the two mycoplasmas, and the Archaea. do not have
MMR.
That there have been multiple parallel losses of
the MutL and MutS1 genes suggests either that these
genes are particularly unstable and are easily lost, or
that there is some advantage to the loss of these
genes. We believe that the latter explanation is more
likely and that MMR genes might have been lost to
increase the mutation rate. Such an increased mutation rate should allow a speciesrstrain to more readily evolve in response to unstable changing environments w8,10,55,56x. In particular, absence of MMR
would result in a very high mutation rate in microsatellite sequences, which in turn could contribute
to generating diversity in antigen proteins of these
species w57x. In addition, since MMR plays a role in
other processes, such as the regulation of interspecies
recombination, differences in MMR could also affect
these processes w58x.
The limited distribution of MutH homologs supports experimental evidence that only close relatives
of E. coli use methyl-directed strand recognition.
Interestingly, MutH is closely related to the restriction enzymes Sau3AI from Staphylococcus aureus
w59x and LlaKR2I from Lactococcus lactis w60x. We
propose that the mutH methylation-based system
evolved from a restriction modification system. This
suggests that other species may have co-opted separate restriction systems for strand recognition. This
may explain why many species encode a Dam homolog but not a MutH homolog. In addition it may
also explain the interaction of a methyl CpG binding
endonuclease ŽMED1. with the MutL homolog
MLH1 in humans w61x.
Interestingly, the Vsr mismatch endonuclease that
is involved in specific mismatch repair of GT mismatches also has many functional and structural

similarities to restriction enzymes w62x. As with
MutH, the Vsr system also appears to be of recent
origin in the Proteobacterial lineage.
3.3. NER
NER is a generalized repair process that allows
cells to remove many types of bulky DNA lesions
w63,64x. The overall scheme of NER, which is highly
conserved between species, works in the following
way: recognition of DNA damage; cleavage of the
strand containing the damage Žusually on both the 5X
and 3X sides of the lesion.; removal of an oligonucleotide containing the damage; resynthesis of a
repair patch to fill the gap; and ligation to the
contiguous strand at the end of the gap. Since the
biochemical details of NER are quite different between bacteria and eukaryotes, we have divided the
analysis into multiple sections, first summarizing
NER studies in bacteria and eukaryotes, then comparing the origins of the eukaryotic and bacterial
system, and finally analyzing what this analysis suggests about NER in Archaea.
3.3.1. Bacterial NER — UÕrABCD pathway
NER in bacteria has been best characterized in E.
coli, in which it works in the following way w65,66x.
First, a homodimer of UvrA recognizes the putative
lesion and recruits UvrB to aid in the verification
that a lesion exists. UvrA leaves the site and UvrB
then recruits UvrC, revealing a cryptic endonuclease
activity to produce dual incisions 12–13 nucleotides
apart bracketing the lesion. The UvrD helicase, in
concert with DNA polymerase I, removes the damaged oligonucleotide, and a repair patch is synthesized by pol I that is then sealed into place by DNA
ligase. An accessory protein, Mfd, is involved in
targeting NER to the transcribed strand of actively
transcribing genes — a subpathway known as transcription coupled repair ŽTCR. w67,68x. Homologs of
UvrABCD are required for NER in all bacterial
species studied. Although Mfd homologs have been
found in many species, other than E. coli the function has only been studied in Bac. subtilis. As in E.
coli, in Bac. subtilis, Mfd is involved in TCR.
However, the Bac. subtilis gene may also be involved in recombination w69,70x.
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3.3.2. Eukaryotic NER — XP pathways
NER in eukaryotes has been most thoroughly
studied in yeast and humans. w63,71x. In humans,
multiple proteins are involved in the initial damage
recognition steps, including XPA, RPA, XPE and
XPC. The helicase activities are provided by those of
XPB and XPD in the basal transcription factor TFIIH,
that serves dual functions in transcription and NER.
In NER, TFIIH forms a bubble to enable separate
flap endonucleases XPG and an XPF-ERCC1 heterodimer to produce incisions 3X and 5X of the lesion,
respectively, about 30 nucleotides apart. Repair
replication is then carried out by the same proteins
required for genomic replication, including RPA,
RFC, PCNA and DNA polymerase dr´.
Although NER is highly conserved among eukaryotes Žthe names of yeast homologs of the human
proteins are given in Table 4., some major differences exist among eukaryotes in targeting NER to
particular parts of the genome. For example, the
CSA protein in humans is involved in TCR but its
putative ortholog in yeast is not. Similarly, XPC in
humans is required for global genome repair ŽGGR.
but Rad4, the XPC ortholog in yeast, is not. Instead,
in yeast Rad7 and Rad16 are required for GGR but
orthologs of these have not yet been found in humans. There are even more subtle differences in
targeting lesions between humans and rodents. In
particular, humans and rodents are nearly identical in
the repair of 6–4 photoproducts but rodents do not
carry out efficient global repair of CPDs as well as
humans, evidently because they lack inducible upregulation of NER.

3.3.3. Comparison of bacterial and eukaryotic NER
One major difference between the bacterial and
eukaryotic NER systems is that many more proteins
are needed to carry out each step in eukaryotic
compared to bacterial NER. However, even more
striking is that, despite the overall similarity of biochemical mechanism of each of the steps, the bacterial and eukaryotic NER systems appear to be of
completely separate origins. For example, UvrA has
no homology to any of the damage recognition proteins of eukaryotes. Similarly, the early initiation
steps in eukaryotes require many proteins yet none
of these share a direct common ancestry with any of
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the bacterial NER proteins. In some cases, the eukaryotic and bacterial NER systems have separately
recruited similar proteins for particular functions. For
example, UvrC and Ercc1 have similar activities and
share a similar motif, but are probably not homologs.
In the early initiation steps eukaryotes use the 5X –3X
and 3X –5X helicases encoded by XPB and XPD,
respectively, while bacteria use the distantly related
helicase UvrB to carry out the analogous activity. In
addition, for TCR, eukaryotes and bacteria each use
proteins in the helicase family that are not helicases,
but these proteins ŽCSB and MFD. are not particularly closely related to each other w20x.

3.3.4. Origins of bacterial NER
Our comparative analysis shows that orthologs of
the UvrABCD proteins are found in all the bacterial
species analyzed ŽTable 4.. Therefore, we infer that
these genes were present in the common ancestor of
all bacteria. Surprisingly, orthologs of UvrA, UvrB,
UvrC and UvrD are also found in the Archaea M.
thermoautotrophicum. Since the genes for UvrA,
UvrB and UvrC are located next to each other in the
M. thermoautotrophicum genome, Aravind et al. w38x
suggest that these were transferred to M. thermoautotrophicum as a single unit. However, as of yet
these genes have not been found together in any
bacterial species so we believe the alternative possibility is still possible — that UvrA, UvrB, UvrC and
UvrD were present in a common ancestor of bacteria
and Archaea and were then lost in some Archaeal
lineages. Orthologs of Mfd are found in all bacteria
except the mycoplasmas and Aq. aeolicus. Therefore, Mfd likely originated near the beginning of
bacterial evolution and was then lost from the mycoplasmal and Aq. aeolicus lineages. Since the functions of UvrA, UvrB, UvrC and UvrD are conserved
in many bacteria, we conclude that all the bacteria
analyzed here as well as the bacterial common ancestor canrcould perform NER in much the same way
as does E. coli. Since Mfd is absolutely required for
TCR in E. coli and Bac. subtilis it is likely that the
species without Mfd cannot perform TCR.
The specific origins of these proteins help in
understanding the origins of the bacterial NER process. UvrA is a member of the ABC transporter
family of proteins w72x. All proteins in this family for
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which functions are known Žother than UvrA. are
involved in transport across membranes w73x, although it is important to note that for transport an
additional membrane spanning domain is required.
Based on this relationship to ABC transporters, we
propose that bacterial NER evolved from a system
that transported toxins out of the cell Ža function that
many of the ABC transporters such as the MDR
proteins still have.. We further propose that bacterial
NER may still have a transport function — transporting DNA damage containing oligonucleotides
out of the cell. Evidence for this includes that NER
is associated with the bacterial membrane w74x, that
some UvrA homologs are possibly involved in transporting DNA damaging antibiotics out of the cell
w75x, and that some species are known to export
DNA repair products out of the cell w14x. The origins
of UvrB are also revealing. UvrB is a member of the
helicase superfamily of proteins, most closely related
to Mfd and RecG. The relationship of UvrB and Mfd
is of particular interest since both interact with UvrA.
Maybe the original NER system only used one protein to interact with UvrA and a gene duplication
event allowed Mfd and UvrB to diverge in function.
Our analysis shows that UvrD and UvrC are also
part of large multigene families and thus arose by
gene duplication as well. UvrD is also a member of
the helicase superfamily and is part of a subfamily
that includes the RecB, rep and helicase IV proteins
of bacteria and RadH from yeast. UvrC likely shares
a common ancestry with homing endonucleases from
mitochondrial introns and with a family of uncharacterized proteins found in many bacteria Žsee also Ref.
w38x.. Thus, all the proteins involved in bacterial
NER originated by gene duplication events rather
than by invention of new proteins.
3.3.5. Origins of eukaryotic NER
Our comparative analysis reveals that most of the
proteins involved in eukaryotic NER are only found
in eukaryotes and thus likely evolved during eukaryotic history. However, some bacteria do encode likely
orthologs of some of the eukaryotic NER proteins.
For example, homologs of Rad25 are found in two
bacterial species, homologs of CSB are found in
many bacteria, and many bacteria encode a protein
DinG that is probably an ortholog of XPD. The
functions of these proteins in bacteria are unknown.

In addition, homologs of these and some other genes
are found in Archaea Žsee below..
3.3.6. Archaeal NER
While NER has been studied in detail in bacteria
and eukaryotes, there have been only very limited
studies in Archaea w19,76x. Our comparative genomic
analysis sheds little light on NER in Archaea.
XPFrRad1 and XPGrRad2 homologs are found in
all Archaea, suggesting that these genes originated in
a common ancestor to Archaea and Eukaryotes.
However, the functions of these genes in Archaea are
hard to predict and there are a few reasons to think
that they may not function in NER. First, XPF works
in concert with Ercc1 in NER, but no Ercc1 homologs are found in any of the Archaea. In addition
some of the eukaryotic XPF homologs do not function only in NER. For example, the XPF homolog in
yeast ŽRAD1. also functions in recombination. Different functions for the Archaeal XPF homologs are
also suggested by the fact that the Archaeal XPF
homologs have likely functional helicase motifs while
the eukaryotic genes have degenerate helicase motifs
w77x. It is also not possible to predict conclusively the
functions of the Archaeal XPG homologs since they
are not much more similar to XPG than to other
members of the FEN1 family with different functions w78 x. The Archaeal XPBrRad25 and
CSBrRad26 homologs are likely not involved in
NER either. Interestingly, the one Archaea in which
a NER-like process has been characterized in vitro
w79x is the one that encodes UvrABCD orthologs.
With the separate origin of the bacterial and eukaryotic NER systems, we believe it is likely that the
Archaea without UvrABCD homologs have an Archaeal specific NER system made up in part of genes
yet to be characterized.
3.4. AlternatiÕe excision repair
A novel mechanism for the initiation of excision
repair of UV-induced photoproducts has been reported in Neurospora crassa and in Schizosaccharomyces pombe. In this process, the UV dimer endonuclease protein ŽUVDE. introduces an incision
immediately 5X of the lesion w80–82x. Following
incision, the subsequent steps of repair are thought to
occur just as in the ‘‘normal’’ NER described above,
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although the specific details are not known. Homologs of UVDE are also found in the bacteria Bac.
subtilis and D. radiodurans. In D. radiodurans, the
UVDE homolog likely corresponds to the UV endonuclease b, a UV damage specific endonuclease
active in uÕrA mutants. Since the bacterial NER
system is so different from the eukaryotic system
Žsee above., it would be interesting to see if the
UVDE homologs in bacteria also work in conjunction with NER. There is some recent evidence that
the UVDE homologs of some species may also work
on AP sites w83x.
3.5. BER
In BER, damaged or altered bases are detached
from the DNA backbone by DNA glycosylases that
cleave the glycosylic bond w84x. Subsequently, the
backbone of the DNA is incised by an abasic-site
endonuclease, the sugar is removed, and a repair
patch of a single or a few nucleotides is synthesized
using the base opposite the excised base as a template. In this section, we discuss the evolution of
different DNA base glycosylases.
3.5.1. Uracil DNA glycosylases (UDG or UNG)
Uracil can appear in DNA via two routes —
incorporation during replication and by spontaneous
deamination of cytosine. While the incorporation
during replication can be limited by controlling the
dUTP pools Žsuch as with dUTPase., the deamination of cytosine is spontaneous and cannot be readily
controlled. This deamination is potentially mutagenic
because replication will lead to an adenine being
incorporated opposite the uracil, rather than the guanine that should have been incorporated opposite the
cytosine. A variety of proteins have been found to
act as uracil DNA glycosylases, including homologs
of the E. coli Ung protein, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase w85x, a cyclin-like protein w86x,
and the MUG protein Žsee below.. We focus here on
homologs of Ung since these apparently provide the
major uracil DNA glycosylase activity for most
species w87x. Ung homologs have been characterized
in many bacterial and eukaryotic species, as well as
in many viruses Žmostly herpes related viruses. and
these proteins have strikingly similar structures and
functions.
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Our comparative analysis shows that Ung homologs are found in eukaryotes, many bacteria, but
not in any of the Archaea analyzed. Since Ung is
found in a wide diversity of bacteria, we conclude
that the bacterial ancestor encoded a Ung homolog
and that the absence of Ung homologs from some
bacteria Ž T. pallidum, Synechocystis sp., R.
prowazekii, and Aq. aeolicus . is due to gene loss.
Our phylogenetic analysis suggests that the animal
Ung homologs were transferred from the mitochondrial genome Žthey branch within the Proteobacterial
Ung homologs.. The possibility of a mitochondrial
transfer is supported by the finding that an alternatively splice form of the human Ung functions in the
mitochondria w88x. However, since no Ung sequence
is yet available from the a-Proteobacteria which are
thought to be the closest living relatives of the
mitochondria, we cannot conclusively resolve the
origin of the eukaryotic Ung genes. Due to the high
degree of functional conservation among characterized Ung homologs, it is likely that the species with
Ung homologs have uracil glycosylase activity.
However, the absence of an Ung homolog should not
be used to imply the absence of uracil glycosylase
activity, because many other proteins have some
uracil glycosylase activity. The absence of uracil
glycosylase activity would be particularly surprising
in thermophiles like Aq. aeolicus and the Archaea
since the deamination of cytosine increases with
increasing temperature. One possibility is that these
species have a novel means of preventing or limiting
deamination. However, more likely, these species
have an alternative protein that acts as a uracil DNA
glycosylase. Although these species do not encode a
MUG homolog Žsee below., some do encode a novel
G:U glycosylase that was originally described in Th.
maritima w89x. This enzyme may explain the uracil
glycosylase activity found in many thermophiles w90x.
3.5.2. G:U and G:T mismatch glycosylase (MUG)
The first protein in this family to be characterized
was the thymine DNA glycosylase ŽTDG. of humans
w91,92x. This protein was originally shown to cleave
the glycosylic bond of thymine from G–T mismatches but was subsequently found to also cleave
the uracil from G–U mismatches. Subsequently, homologs of this protein were found in other mammals
as well as some bacteria. The E. coli protein is
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called the mismatch specific uracil DNA glycosylase
ŽMUG. although it works on both G–U and G–T
mismatches like the human protein. These proteins
are likely used for the repair of deamination of
cytosine and methyl-cytosine, which will lead to
G–U and G–T mismatches, respectively. Since these
proteins can cleave uracil from DNA, they can be
confused with uracil DNA glycosylases. Until more
sequences are available for these genes, the evolutionary history of this gene family cannot be determined accurately.

3.5.3. MutY–Nth family
The MutY and Nth proteins of E. coli are both
DNA-glycosylases and, although they are homologs
of each other, they have quite different substrate
specificity and cellular functions w47,93x. MutY
cleaves the glycosylic bond of adenine from G:A,
C:A, 8-oxo-G:A or 8-oxo-A:A base pairs w94x. Its
primary role is protection against mutations due to
oxidative damage of guanine w95x. Nth has a very
broad specificity and excises a variety of damaged
pyrimidines. Homologs of MutY and Nth have been
cloned from many species and all that have been
characterized are DNA glycosylases. Some of these
are clearly MutY-like or Nth-like in sequence and
function Že.g., the MutY w96,97x and Nth w98x of
mammals.. However, many have quite different
specificity than the E. coli proteins including the
pyrimidine dimer glycosylase of Micrococcus luteus
w99x, the yeast NTG1 and NTG2 Žthat excise similar
substrates to the E. coli Nth as well as ring opened
purines, the formamidopyrimidines ŽFAPY.., the GT
mismatch repair enzyme of the Archaea M. thermoformicum w100x, and a methyl-purine glycosylase
from Th. maritima w101x.
Our comparative analysis shows that all species
except the two mycoplasmal species encode at least
one member of the MutY–Nth gene family. We
attempted unsuccessfully to use phylogenetic analysis to divide this gene family into subfamilies of
orthologs. Some proteins are clearly more related to
MutY or to Nth than others are, but there is no
obvious, well-supported subdivision. Therefore, we
list the MutY–Nth gene family together without
attempting to distinguish orthologs of these two proteins. Since this family is so widespread, we con-

clude that it is ancient, and thus that the last common
ancestor encoded at least one MutY–Nth-like protein. Thus, the absence of a MutY–Nth-like gene
from the mycoplasmas is likely due to gene loss.
However, since our phylogenetic analysis was ambiguous and since the activity is not conserved among
these proteins, we cannot infer any activity other
than a broad ‘‘glycosylase’’ activity for the ancestral
protein. For similar reasons we also cannot reliably
predict the functions of any of the MutY–Nth family
members for which functions are not known. The
MutY–Nth family is distantly related to the Ogg and
AlkA glycosylases Žsee below.. Thus, all three of
these gene families likely descended from a single
ancestral glycosylase gene. Since some species encode three or four members of this gene family, there
must have been some more recent duplications in
this gene family.
3.5.4. Fpg–Nei family
The Fpg protein in E. coli Žalso known as MutM.
excises damaged purines Žincluding 8-oxo-G and
FAPY. from DNA w102x. Its primary function is the
protection against mutation due to oxidative DNA
damage w103x. Homologs of Fpg have been isolated
from a variety of bacterial species and all that have
been characterized have functions similar to that of
the E. coli protein w104,105x. Somewhat surprisingly, when the Nei protein was cloned, it was found
to be a homolog of Fpg w106,107x. Nei is a glycosylase that excises thymine glycol and dihydrothymine.
Thus, the Nei–Fpg family has a great deal of functional diversity, while exhibiting a common theme of
the repair of DNA damage due to reactive oxygen
species.
Our comparative analysis shows that although
members of the Fpg–Nei family are found in many
bacterial species, they are not found in Archaea and
the only gene found in eukaryotes Žthat of A.
thaliana. is likely derived from the chloroplast
genome w108x. Therefore, this family is of bacterial
origin. Our phylogenetic analysis of the members of
this family has allowed us to divide it into clear Fpg
and Nei orthologous groups Žtherefore, they are listed
separately in Table 4.. Of the proteins in the family,
most are orthologs of Fpg. The distribution of Fpg
orthologs suggests that Fpg was present in the ancestor of most bacteria. Therefore, the absence of Fpg
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from some species Ž He. pylori, the spirochetes and
Aq. aeolicus . is likely due to gene loss. Since Fpg
proteins have similar activities between species, the
presence of an Fpg homolog likely indicates the
presence of FAPY- and 8-oxo-G glycosylase activity. The origin of Nei is somewhat less clear. Only
one species other than E. coli Ž Mycob. tuberculosis.
has been found to encode a likely ortholog of Nei.
We do not find evidence for a Nei ortholog in
cyanobacteria as found by Aravind et al. w38x. It is
not possible to determine if there was a lateral
transfer between these two lineages or if there was a
gene duplication in the common ancestor and subsequent gene loss of Nei from many species.
3.5.5. Ogg1 and 2
The Ogg1 and Ogg2 proteins of yeast are homologous and both act as 8-oxo-G glycosylases w109x.
Ogg1 excises 8-oxo-G if it is opposite cytosine or
thymine and Ogg2 if opposite guanine or adenine.
Although these proteins have similar substrate specificity to Fpg proteins, and both are b-lyases-like
Fpg, they are not homologs of Fpg despite initial
reports. As mentioned above, they may be distantly
related to the MutY–Nth family and to AlkA. Homologs of Ogg1 and Ogg2 have been cloned from
humans w110–112x. Some isoforms of these function
in the nucleus and others in the mitochondria w113x.
Our comparative analysis reveals that a homolog of
Ogg1 is present in M. thermoautotrophicum, but not
in the other Archaea or any bacteria analyzed here.
Aravind et al. w38x suggest that Ogg orthologs are
found in some bacterial species, but we cannot find
evidence for this. We conclude that an Ogg homolog
was present in the eukaryotic common ancestor. It is
not possible to determine if M. thermoautotrophicum
obtained its Ogg protein by lateral transfer, or if Ogg
originated prior to the divergence of Archaeal and
eukaryotic ancestors and then was subsequently lost
from some Archaeal lineages.
3.5.6. Alkylation glycosylases
Alkylation glycosylases can be divided into three
gene families w47,114,115x. One includes AlkA of E.
coli Žalso known as TagII. and MAG of yeast. AlkA
can excise many alkyl-base lesions Že.g., 3-me-A,
3-me-G, 7-me-G and 7-me-A., and a variety of other
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damaged bases including hypoxanthine. The AlkA
homolog in yeast, MAG, has a similar broad specificity. A second family includes TagI of E. coli and
its homologs in other bacteria. TagI is highly specific
for 3-methyl-adenine Ž3-me-A., although it can also
remove 3-methyl-guanine Ž3-me-G., but with much
lower efficiency. The third family includes the MPG
proteins of mammals that, like AlkA and MAG, have
a broad specificity.
Our comparative analysis shows that each of the
three alkylation glycosylases families has an uneven
distribution pattern. TagI is only found in a limited
number of species and thus likely evolved within
bacteria. AlkA homologs are found in many species
of bacteria, Archaea and eukaryotes. Thus, we conclude that the AlkA family is ancient and that its
absence from some species is due to gene loss. MPG
homologs are found in many eukaryotes Žincluding
many species not listed in Table 4. and some bacteria. The origins of the MPG family are not clear.
Since the functions of homologs of each of the
three alkylation glycosylase families are highly conserved between species, we conclude that the presence of one of these genes indicates the likely presence of alkylation glycosylase activity. It is likely
that those species with AlkA or MPG homologs can
repair many different types of alkylation damage.
Many species Žthe mycoplasmas, the spirochetes,
Aq. aeolicus and Meth. jannaschii . do not encode a
homolog of any of these glycosylases. Given that
alkylation glycosylases have apparently evolved separately many times, it is possible that these species
have novel alkylation glycosylases. However, since
alkylation damage can be repaired by other pathways
Že.g., NER and alkyltransferases. these species may
still be adequately protected from alkylation damage
without an alkylation glycosylase.
3.5.7. T4 endonuclease V
The DENV protein Žalso known endonuclease V.
of T4 phage is a glycosylase that acts specifically on
UV irradiation-induced CPDs. This protein may serve
as a back-up system for the host’s NER enzymes Žit
can functionally complement mutants in bacteria or
eukaryotes with deficiencies in the early steps in
NER.. Homologs of DENV have been cloned in a
paramecium virus and phage RB70 w116x, but the
activities of these are not known. DENV homologs
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are not present in any of the complete genome
sequences.
3.6. AP endonucleases (abasic site endonucleases)
AP endonucleases, which cleave the DNA backbone at sites at which bases are missing, are required
for BER and for the repair of base loss. w117x. There
are two distinct families of AP endonucleases. One
includes the Xth protein of E. coli, RRP1 of
Drosophila melanogaster, and the APE1rBAP1r
HAP1 proteins of mammals w118x. The other includes the Nfo protein of E. coli and the APN1
protein of yeast. Some other proteins can serve as
AP endonucleases, but usually these activities are
part of base-glycosylase Že.g., Nth and DENV. that
do not function as AP endonucleases on their own.
In addition, Xth is distantly related to the p150
proteins of LINE elements, although it is not clear if
these proteins have similar activities.
Our comparative analysis shows that members of
the XthrAPE1 family are found in most species.
The NforAPN1 family have a more limited distribution, although representatives are found in all domains of life, suggesting that these proteins are also
ancient. Since both gene families are likely ancient,
the absence of either gene from a particular species
is likely due to gene loss. Interestingly, although
each gene has been lost many times in different
lineages, all species encode a homolog of one of the
two AP endonucleases. Thus, the loss of one of the
two is tolerable, but loss of both is not. Since all
characterized members of these gene families function as AP endonucleases, we conclude that AP
endonuclease activity is universal. This is not surprising in view of the high frequency of spontaneous
depurination of DNA.
3.7. Recombination and recombinational repair
Homologous recombination is required for a variety of DNA repair and repair related activities w119–
121x. Before discussing the role of homologous recombination in repair, it is useful to review some of
the details of homologous recombination in general.
Homologous recombination can be divided into four
main steps: Ža. initiation Žduring which the substrate

for recombination is generated.; Žb. strand pairing
and exchange; and Žc. branch migration and Žd.
branch resolution. Different pathways within a
species often differ from each other in the first step
Žinitiation. and the last steps Žmigration and resolution. but use the same mechanism and proteins for
the pairing and exchange step. For example, in E.
coli, there are at least four pathways for the initiation
of recombination — the RecBCD, RecE, RecF and
SbcCD pathways. These pathways generate substrates that are used by RecA to catalyze the pairing
and exchange steps. The branch migration and resolution steps are then carried out by either the
RuvABC, RecG or Rus pathways.
One form of damage that can be repaired by
homologous recombination is the double-strand break
ŽDSB.. DSBs can be created by many agents including reactive oxygen species, restriction enzymes and
normal cellular processes like VDJ recombination. It
is important to note that DSBs can also be repaired
by non-homologous end joining ŽNHEJ. Ždiscussed
in more detail below.. In E. coli and yeast, the
majority of the repair of DSBs is carried out by
homologous recombination pathways, although in
yeast some DSBs are also repaired by NHEJ. In
contrast, in humans, most of the repair of DSBs is
carried out by NHEJ, although some homologous
recombination-based repair is also performed.
Homologous recombination is also used in many
species to repair post-replication daughter strand gaps
ŽDSGs.. When DNA is being replicated, if the polymerase encounters a DNA lesion, it has three choices
— replicate the DNA anyway, and risk that the
lesion might be miscoding; stop replication and wait
for repair; or leave a gap in the daughter strand and
continue replication a little but further downstream.
In E. coli, the choice depends on the type of lesion,
but frequently gaps are left in the daughter strand. In
such cases, it is no longer possible to perform excision repair on the lesion because there is no intact
template to allow for the repair synthesis step. However, such gaps can be repaired by daughter-strand
gap repair ŽDSGR. in which homologous recombination with an undamaged homologous section of DNA
is used to provide a patch for the unreplicated daughter strand section w122x. Thus, although DSGR does
not remove the instigating DNA damage, it is still a
form of DNA repair.
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Homologous recombination can be used to repair
a variety of other DNA abnormalities such as interstrand cross-links. Below we discuss different pathways for homologous recombination, focusing on
those known to be involved in some type of DNA
repair. In Table 4, and below, the proteins are categorized by the stage in which they participate in the
recombination process.

is involved in DNA transfer in Agrobacterium tumefaciens w124,125x. Functionally similar complexes
that are composed of proteins that are not orthologs
of RecBCD have been described and isolated from
many bacterial species w126x. Interestingly, the proteins in some of these complexes are related to
proteins in the RecBCD complex, even though they
are not orthologous w38x.

3.7.1. Initiation pathways

3.7.1.2. RecF pathway — DSGR initiation in bacteria. In E. coli, the RecF pathway is responsible for
most plasmid recombination, for daughter-strand
gap-repair, for some replication related functions
w127x and for a process known as thymineless death
w128,129x. This pathway has only a limited role in
‘‘normal’’ homologous recombination accounting for
less than 1% of the recombination in E. coli. The
proteins involved in recombination initiation in this
pathway are RecF, RecJ, RecN, RecO, RecR and
RecQ w121x. Not all of these proteins are required for
every function of the pathway. For example, RecF,
RecJ and RecQ are required for thymineless death
while RecF, RecR and RecO are evidently required
for replication restart functions w127x. In addition,
some of the proteins in this pathway are involved in
other repair pathways. For example, RecJ can be
used as an exonuclease in MMR if other exonucleases are defective.
Homologs of some of the proteins in the RecF
pathway have been characterized in a variety of
species. RecF and RecJ homologs in many bacteria
have similar functions to the E. coli proteins. RecQ
homologs have been characterized in many eukaryotic species and many of these have been shown to
be helicases w130,131x, like the E. coli RecQ. However, their cellular functions are not well understood
and it is not clear if they use their helicase activity in
similar ways as the E. coli RecQ. The yeast RecQ
homolog SGS1 is involved in the maintenance of
chromosome stability, possibly through interaction
with topoisomerases during recombination w132x. Humans encode at least three RecQ homologs and all
that is known about their function is that Werner’s
syndrome is caused by a defect in one of these w133x
and Bloom’s syndrome is caused by a defect in
another w134x.
Our comparative analysis of proteins in the RecF
pathway was somewhat limited by difficulty identi-

3.7.1.1. RecBCD pathway. The primary pathway for
the initiation of homologous recombination in E.
coli is the RecBCD pathway Žsee Ref. w123x for
review.. This pathway is used for the majority of
chromosomal recombination Žsuch as during Hfr
mating. and for the repair of DSBs. The initiation
steps for this pathway require primarily the RecB,
RecC and RecD proteins, although other proteins
such as PriA may also be required. Together, RecB,
RecC and RecD make up an exonucleaserhelicase
complex that is used to assemble a substrate for
RecA-mediated recombination.
Our comparative analysis shows a limited distribution of RecB, RecC and RecD orthologs Žthey are
only found in some enterobacteria, Mycob. tuberculosis, and possibly in B. borgdorferi .. Based on this,
we conclude that the RecBCD pathway evolved relatively recently within bacteria. The timing of the
origin of the RecBCD pathway is somewhat ambiguous. The pathway could have evolved within the
Proteobacteria and Mycob. tuberculosis could have
received it by lateral transfer. Alternatively, the pathway could have been present in the common ancestor of high-GC Gram-positive species and Proteobacteria, and its absence from many Proteobacteria and
possibly the low-GC Gram-positive species would
have to be due to gene loss.
The finding that most species either have orthologs of all three or of none of these proteins
suggests that these proteins have a conserved affiliation with each other. Analysis of the individual
proteins suggests that this complex may have an
ancestry in other recombination and repair functions.
RecB and RecD are both in the helicase superfamily
of proteins and both are closely related to proteins
with recombination or repair roles ŽRecB is related
to UvrD and AddA, RecD is related to TraA which
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fying orthologs of many of the proteins. In particular, orthologs of RecN and RecO were difficult to
identify because they show only limited conservation
between species. Using low stringency searches we
were able to identify more distantly related homologs of RecO and RecN. This was helpful for
identifying RecO orthologs but did not work well for
RecN because the lower stringency searches pulled
up many homologs in most species. In particular, we
were unable to distinguish whether the RecN-like
proteins of the mycoplasmas and B. borgdorferi
were RecN orthologs or paralogs.
Our analysis shows that, in contrast to many other
repair pathways, the proteins in the RecF pathway do
not have strongly correlated distribution patterns between species. For example, orthologs of RecJNR
are found in He. pylori while orthologs of RecFOQ
are not. Eukaryotes encode orthologs of RecQ but
not of any other proteins in this pathway. Thus, if
other species have a RecF-like pathway, it cannot
work in the same way as in E. coli. One possibility
is that other species have replaced some genes in the
RecF pathway by non-orthologous gene displacement Žsee Ref. w29x for a description of non-orthologous gene displacement.. It is known that some of
the functions of RecJ in E. coli can be complemented by other 5X exonucleases such as RecD.
Alternatively, it is possible that the functions of the
RecF pathway are specific for E. coli and that other
species do not have a similar pathway. We also note
that we do not find any evidence for multiple RecR
orthologs in any species as suggested by Aravind et

al. w38x. It is possible that this suggestion was due to
the fact that in some species RecR orthologs are
referred to as RecM.
Since most of the genes in the RecF pathway are
found in a wide diversity of bacteria, we conclude
that they were present in the bacterial common ancestor. Since RecQ orthologs are found in eukaryotes
and RecJ orthologs are found in some Archaeal
species Žsee Table 3 and Ref. w38x., RecQ and RecJ
may have originated somewhat before the origins of
bacteria. It is not possible to determine the ultimate
origins of many of the RecF pathway proteins; but at
least three of the proteins originated by some type of
gene duplication ŽRecQ within the Dead family of
the helicase superfamily and RecN and RecF within
the SMC superfamily w135,136x.
3.7.1.3. RecE pathway — alternatiÕe initiation pathway in bacteria. The RecE recombination pathway
of E. coli is only activated in recBrecC, sbcA
mutants. This pathway requires many of the proteins
in the RecF pathway, as well as two additional
proteins RecE and RecT w137–139x. These additional
proteins are both encoded by a cryptic lambda phage.
RecE is an exonuclease that can generate substrates
for recombination either by RecT or by RecA. RecT
may be able to catalyze strand invasion without
RecA w140x. Our comparative analysis shows that the
species distribution of these proteins is extremely
limited. RecT is found in some lowGC Gram-positive bacteria. RecE homologs are not found in any
species other than E. coli. The presence of these

Table 3
Evolutionary distribution patterns ŽEDPs.
Type of patterna

Description

Likely explanations

How to resolve
ambiguities?

Universal

All species have the
gene.
Gene is in only one
evolutionary lineage.
Gene is missing from
one lineage.
Presencerabsence.
scattered through tree.
Multiple homologs in
some species.

Gene is ancient and probably
universally required in all species.
Gene originated in that lineage.

nra

Gene lost in that lineage.

nra

Gene loss or lateral transfer.

Compare gene tree vs.
species tree.
Compare gene tree vs.
species tree.

Uniform presence
Uniform absence
Uneven
Multicopy
a

Gene duplication or lateral transfer.

Determined by overlaying presencerabsence of genes onto evolutionary tree of species.

nra
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genes on a cryptic phage may reflect a recent lateral
transfer between species.
3.7.1.4. SbcBCD pathway. The SbcB, SbcC and
SbcD proteins were all identified as genes that, when
defective, led to the suppression of the phenotype of
recBC mutants w121x. SbcB is an exonuclease and is
also known as exonuclease I, exoI or Xon. When it
is defective, the RecE and RecF pathways are revealed. SbcC and SbcD together make up an exonuclease that cleaves hairpin structures. The main function of the SbcCD complex is thought to be the
elimination of long cruciform or palindromic sequences which would remove sequences that may
interfere with DNA replication w141x. Homologs of
SbcC and SbcD have not been characterized in many
bacteria. However, these proteins do share some
sequence similarity to the yeast Rad50 and MRE11
and may be distant homologs of these proteins Ždiscussed below. w142x.
Our comparative analysis shows that SbcB homologs are found only in E. coli and H. influenzae
and thus this protein apparently originated within the
g-Proteobacteria. Homologs of SbcC and SbcD are
present in many bacteria and are always present
together. Thus, the interaction of these proteins appears to have been conserved over time. Given the
likely homology of these proteins to MRE11rRAD50
Žwhich are found in eukaryotes and Archaea., we
believe SbcC and SbcD are ancient proteins. Thus,
the absence of these genes from some species is
likely due to gene loss.
3.7.1.5. Rad52 pathway — DSBR in eukaryotes. The
primary pathway for homologous recombination in
yeast is the Rad52 pathway. This pathway is used for
mitotic and meiotic recombination as well as for
DSB repair. Although the exact biochemical details
of this pathway are not completely worked out, it is
known that the initiation step depends on three proteins — MRE11, Rad50 and XRS2, which form a
distinct exonucleolytic complex w143,144x. It is believed that this complex functions to induce DSBs
for mitotic and meiotic recombination and that it
may alter DSBs caused by DNA damage to allow
them to be repaired by homologous recombination.
Genetic studies have found that these genes are also
involved in NHEJ Žsee below.. A similar exonucle-
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olytic complex that is also involved in homologous
recombination and NHEJ has been identified in humans. This complex is composed of five proteins
including homologs of MRE11 and Rad50 but not
XRS2 w145x. Defects in one of the other proteins in
the human complex ŽNBS1. lead to the Nijmegen
breakage syndrome w145x.
Our comparative analysis shows that homologs of
MRE11 and Rad50 are found in all the Archaea
analyzed Žalthough the Archaeal Rad50 homologs
may not be orthologs of the eukaryotic Rad50s —
our phylogenetic analysis was ambiguous.. Since
these genes are related to the SbcC and SbcD genes
of bacteria w142x, we conclude that the SbcCrRad50
and SbcDrMRE11 proteins are ancient proteins.
XRS2 appears to be of recent origin in yeast since
homologs are not yet found in any other species.
3.7.1.6. Strand pairing and recombinases. The RecA
protein catalyzes strand pairing and invasion, is required for all homologous recombination in E. coli.
Comparative studies have shown that homologous
recombination depends on RecA homologs in many
other bacterial species as well as in Archaea ŽRadA.
and eukaryotes ŽRad51 and DMC1. w146–148x. There
is some divergence of function in eukaryotes. Rad51
is the recombinase for the majority of mitotic recombination and both Rad51 and DMC1 are used for
aspects of meiotic recombination.
The comparative analysis of RecA and its homologs is somewhat complicated by the fact that
RecA is part of a multigene family that includes the
proteins mentioned above, as well as SMS in bacteria, RadB in Archaea, and Rad55 and Rad57 in
eukaryotes. Our analysis shows that the proteins that
act as recombinases ŽRecA, RadA, Rad51 and
DMC1. are all orthologs of RecA and thus we focus
on these here. Our comparative analysis shows that
all species for which complete genomes are available
encode orthologs of RecA. RecA is the only repair
gene with such a universal distribution. Since all
characterized RecA orthologs are recombinases, this
suggests that all these species have recombinase
activity. The universal presence also suggests that
recombinase activity is fundamental to life. However, there have been reports of some mycoplasma
species encoding defective RecA proteins Žand possibly thus being defective in all homologous recom-
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Presence and absence of repair gene homologs in complete genome sequences
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those cases in which a species encoded a gene for which homology to the gene of interest was ambiguous, we indicated ". If a gene was found in any other species within
bacteria. Archaea or eukaryotes, this is listed in the ‘‘ANY’’ column. For those genes that were part of multigene families, we used phylogenetic analysis to divide the family
into subfamilies and groups of orthologs and paralogs Žsee Section 3.. If subfamilies could be determined unambiguously, we only identify presence and absence of a homolog
within the same subfamily as the search gene. If subfamilies could not be determined unambiguously, we listed the number of homologs of a particular gene Že.g., MutY–Nth..
In cases of relatively recent gene duplications, presence of multiple homologs Žqq for two and qq3 for more. was indicated for a few species if a limited number of species
encoded multiple orthologs of a gene. If lateral transfers were identified, this is indicated in the Comments column. Additional details can be found in Section 4.
a
The first step in BER involves glycosylases. See text for details on other steps. Some of these glycosylases also have AP lyase or dRPase activity.
b
Functions similarly to AP-Endonuclease but biochemical activity is AP lyase Žin conjunction with role in BER..
c
Many exonucleases can serve this role in mismatch repair.
d
RecBCD complex ŽExoV. has many activities including dsDNA and ssDNA exonuclease and endonuclease, ATPase, helicase, and Chi-site recognition.

U In
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bination w149,150x.. The presence of multiple functionally distinct orthologs of RecA in eukaryotes is
likely due to a duplication and functional divergence
early in eukaryotic evolution w148x. A few other
features of RecA evolution are worth mentioning.
Some bacteria also encode two RecA orthologs Že.g.,
Myx. xanthus ., although it is not clear if both are
functional w151x. Phage T4 also encodes a RecA
ortholog, UvsX, which also has recombinase activity
w152,153x. In addition, A. thaliana encodes two bacterial-like RecAs in its nuclear genome. One of
these, which functions in the chloroplast, likely was
transferred from the chloroplast genome w146x. Perhaps the other functions in the mitochondria.
3.7.2. Branch migration and resolution
In E. coli, many pathways have been identified
that can perform branch migration andror resolution. In the RuvABC pathway, which is likely the
main branch migration and resolution pathway, RuvA
binds to Holliday junctions, RuvB is a helicase that
catalyzes branch migration and RuvC is a resolvase.
The RecG protein catalyzes branch migration and
possibly Holliday junction resolution as well w154x.
The RusA protein, the expression of which is normally suppressed, can also serve as a junction resolvase w155–157x. It is encoded by a defective
prophage DLP12 and is similar to protein in phage82.
Homologs of RuvABC and RecG have been found in
many other bacteria and shown to function in similar
ways w158x. Little is known about the proteins required for migrations and resolution in eukaryotes.
CCE1 appears to be involved in resolution in yeast
mitochondria w159x. It has been suggested that Rad54
may be involved in branch migration in the Rad52
pathway.
Our comparative analysis reveals that RuvABC,
RecG and RusA orthologs are only found in bacteria.
Thus, these pathways all likely evolved within bacteria. Since Rus has a limited distribution, we conclude
that it evolved recently. Since RuvABC and RecG
are found in a wide diversity of bacterial species, we
conclude that they evolved early in bacterial evolution. Since the functions of RuvABC and RecG are
conserved across species, those species with either
RuvABC or RecG likely have branch migration and
resolution abilities. While RuvA and RuvB orthologs
are found in all bacterial species, many of these

species do not encode a RuvC ortholog. Two of
these species that do not encode RuvC orthologs do
encode RecG orthologs. Perhaps, as in E. coli, RecG
can replace some of the functions of RuvC in these
species w160x. Three of the species that do not encode
a RuvC ortholog Žthe two Mycoplasmas and B.
borgdorferi . also do not encode RecG or any other
resolvase homolog. Whether these species encode
alternative resolvases remains to be determined.
However, since resolvase activity has apparently
evolved many times, it is possible that these species
have novel resolvase proteins.
The origins of each of these proteins reveals some
clues to the origins of branch migration and resolution activities. RuvC is somewhat similar in structure
to RnaseH1 w158x so it is possible that these proteins
share a common ancestor. The branch migration
activities are a little more constrained in that all of
them appear to use some DNA helicase protein.
However, the particular helicases used are quite different. RecG is closely related to Mfd and UvrB Žsee
Section 3.3. while RuvB is particularly closely related to an uncharacterized group of RuvB-like proteins found in many bacterial species.
3.8. NHEJ
In mammals, most of the repair of DSBs is carried out without homologous recombination by NHEJ
w161,162x. In this process, DSBs are simply restitched
back together. Thus, NHEJ is in essence a form of
direct repair although we discuss it here because
many of the genes involved are also used in recombinational repair. Genetic studies have shown that at
least four proteins ŽXRCC4-7. are specifically required for NHEJ in humans. Together XRCC5-7
make up the DNA-dependent protein kinase complex
composed of Ku80r86 ŽXRCC5., Ku70 ŽXRCC6.
and DNA-PKcs ŽXRCC7.. This complex likely functions by binding to DNA ends and stimulating DNA
ligase activity. Putative homologs of Ku70 and Ku86
have been identified in yeast and these have been
found to be involved in the repair of DSBs by NHEJ
w163x. In addition, as mentioned above, MRE11 and
Rad50 are also involved in NHEJ in humans and
yeast w143x. As discussed above, in yeast, most of the
repair of DBSs is carried out by homologous recombination-based pathways w164x.
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Our comparative analysis shows that there are no
homologs of XRCC4 or any of the three subunits of
DNA-PK in Archaea or bacteria. Therefore, this
pathway most likely evolved in eukaryotes w165x.
Our analysis also shows that the sequence similarity
between the yeast and mammalian proteins is very
limited. Although it is likely that these proteins are
homologous, the low level of sequence similarity
suggests that they also may have many functional
differences. An ortholog of DNA-PKcs is not found
in yeast.
3.9. DNA replication
Most repair pathways require some DNA synthesis as part of the repair process. In some cases,
specific polymerases are used only for repair. In
other cases, the normal replication polymerases are
used for repair synthesis. Since the evolution of
polymerases has been reviewed elsewhere, it will not
be discussed in detail here w166x. Obviously, all
species are able to replicate their DNA in some way
and thus should be able to perform repair synthesis.
The specific types of polymerases used may help
determine the accuracy of repair synthesis.
3.10. Inducible responses
3.10.1. LexA and the SOS system in bacteria
The SOS system in E. coli is an inducible response to a variety of cellular stresses, including
DNA damage w167x. A key component of the SOS
system is the LexA transcription repressor. In response to stresses such as DNA damage, the RecA
protein is activated to become a coprotease and
assists the autocatalytic cleavage of LexA. When
LexA is cleaved, it no longer functions as a transcription repressor, and the genes that it normally
represses are induced. The induction of these LexAregulated SOS genes is a key component of the SOS
system.
SOS-like processes have been documented in a
wide variety of bacterial species. Those that have
been characterized function like the E. coli system,
with regulation of SOS genes by LexA homologs,
although sometimes different sets of genes are repressed by LexA and different ‘‘SOS-boxes’’ are
used w167x. Our comparative analysis suggests that
LexA appeared near the origin of bacteria since it is
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found in a wide diversity of bacterial species ŽTable
4.. Thus, the absence of LexA from some species is
likely due to gene loss. Since the function of the
characterized LexAs is highly conserved, we conclude that those species that encode LexA likely
have an SOS system. However, since there are many
ways to regulate responses to external stimuli, it is
possible that the species without a LexA homolog
have co-opted another type of transcription regulator
to control an SOS-like response.
LexA is part of a large multigene family that
includes many other proteins that are also cleaved
Table 5
Ža. DNA repair genes present in all or most bacteria
Process

In all
bacteria

In most
bacteria

NER
Holliday junction
resolution
Recombination

UvrABCD
–

UvrABCD
RuvABC

RecA

Replication

PolA, C

Ligation
Transcriptioncoupled repair
BER

LigaseI
–

RecA; RecJ,
RecG
PolA,C;
PriA; SSB
LigaseI
Mfd

AP endonuclease
Single-strand
binding protein

–
SSB

–

Ung,
MutY–Nth
Xth
SSB

Žb. DNA repair genes present in bacteria or eukaryotes but not
both
Process

Only in
bacteria

Only in
eukaryotes

Transcriptioncoupled repair
Mismatch strand
recognition
NER

Mfd

CSB, CSA

MutH

–

UvrABCD a

Recombination
initiation
Holliday junction
resolution
Base excision

RecBCD,
RecF
RuvABC

XPs,
TFIIH,
etc.
KU,
DNA-PK
CCE1

Inducible responses
a

Fpg–Nei,
TagI
LexA

Also found in some Archea.

–
P53
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Pathway

Ancient

Evolved
within
bacteria

Evolved in
Archaea–
eukaryota
lineage

Evolved
within
Archaea

Evolved
within
Eukaryota

Ambiguous General
Comments
origin
mechanisms
conserved?

Photoreactivation

Phrl
Phrll

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

Alkyltransfer

Ogr

Ada

–

–

–

–

Yes

Base excision repair

Ung?
FpgrNei
MutYrNth Tagf
AlkA

Ogg

–

–

3MG
GT MMR

Yes

AP endonucleases

Xth
Nfo
–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

UvrABCD

–

–

Mfd

Rad1
Rad2
–

–

All other euk. Rad25
NER proteins
CSA, CSB
–

MutLS?

MutH
Dam
Vsr

–

–

Nucleotide excision
repair
Transcriptioncoupled repair
General mismatch
repair

dup MutS
dup MutL

–

YesrNo
?
YesrNo

Specificity varies between species.
Phrl and Phrll genes lost many times.
Also some lateral transfer and duplication.
Addition of Ada domain to Ada
protein occurred in bacteria.
Ung may have originated in bacteria.
Specificity varies greatly between
species for MutY–Nth, AlkA, and
others. Many cases of gene loss.
Many cases of gene loss of Xth and Nfo.
All species have one or the other.
UvrABCD in M. thermoautotrophicum
ŽArchaea. probably by lateral transfer.
Mfd missing from some bacteria.
Strand recognition systems and
exonucleases differ between species.
Many cases of loss of MutLS genes.
Duplication in eukaryotes allows use
of heterodimers.
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Table 6
Origin of DNA repair genes and pathways

SbcCD

AddAB
RecBCD
RecFJNOR
RecET
SbcB
RecT?

–

–

dup RecQ

RecQ

No

Many cases of gene
loss in bacteria.
RecF pathway genes not
always present together.

Recombinase

RecA

–

–

dup RecA

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

YesrNo

–

RuvAB
RecG
RuvC
Rus
RecG

–

–

CCEI

–

YesrNo

Other recombination

–

–

–

–

–

–

Non-homologous
end joining

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Ligation
Induction
Other

–
–
MufT
UmuC
SMS?

Ligl
LexA
SSB

Ligll
–
–

–
–
–

Rad52–59
XRS2
XRCC4
Ku70.86
DNA-PKcs
–
P53
RFAs

Lateral transfer from
chloroplast to plant
nucleus has occurred.
RecT is of phage origin.
RuvAB and RecG missing
from some bacteria.
CCEI may function in
mitochondria. Rus is likely
of phage origin and is only
found in a few species.
–

Branch migration

–

Branch resolution

–
–
Dut

Maybe
No
–

–
–
Eukaryotic SSB
came from mitochondria.
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Recombination
initiation
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when RecA is activated, including many transcriptional repressors of phage and the SOS-mutagenesis
protein UmuD. Since UmuD is found in only a few
g-Proteobacteria, we propose that it evolved from a
LexA-like protein.

ways. In addition, it is useful to compare and contrast the evolution of different genes and pathways to
identify unusual features of any pathway.

3.10.2. p53 in animals
Inducible responses to DNA damage have also
been found in some eukaryotes. One gene that is
involved in inducible responses in animals is p53.
One of p53’s activities is transcriptional activation,
and this activity is stimulated by the presence of
DNA damage. In fact, it has been shown that the
efficient NER of UV-induced DNA damage in human cells requires activation of p53, and that the
mode of action involves the regulated expression of
the p48 gene that is a component of XPE w168x.
Homologs of p53 have only been found in animals,
suggesting that this inducible system evolved after
animals diverged from other eukaryotes. In addition,
some species encode multiple p53 homologs, suggesting that there was a duplication in this gene
family early in the evolution of animals.

Examination of the distribution of all DNA repair
genes reveals that only one DNA repair gene, RecA,
is found in every species analyzed here. The universality of RecA suggests both that it is an ancient
gene, and that its activity is irreplaceable Žat least for
these species.. Since many DNA repair genes have
important cellular functions, we were surprised that
only one gene was present in all species. There are,
however, many genes that are found in all or most
members of some of the major domains of life. For
example, in Table 5a we list those repair genes found
in all or most bacteria. Focusing only on genes found
in all members of a particular group can be somewhat misleading because it does not reveal whether
these genes are found in other groups. For example,
it is important to realize that, although UvrABCD are
found in all bacteria, they are also found in one
Archaeal species. Therefore, we also present a comparison of genes that are found in bacteria but not
eukaryotes and the converse, genes that are found in
eukaryotes but not bacteria ŽTable 5b..

4. Discussion II — the big picture
In the preceding sections we have focused the
discussion on what the phylogenomic analysis reveals about specific repair proteins and pathways.
We believe it is also important to take a ‘‘big
picture’’ approach and consider all of the pathways
together. One reason to take such a global approach
is that the different pathways overlap a great deal in
their specificity. For example, CPDs can be repaired
by PHR, NER, BER Žby T4EV., and can be tolerated
through recombinational repair. In fact, it is rare for
a particular lesion to be repaired only by one pathway. Another reason for the big picture approach is
that some repair genes function in multiple path-

4.1. Distribution patterns of particular genes

4.2. Timing of origin of repair genes — ancient, old,
and recent
It is informative to compare and contrast the
origins of different repair genes to look for general
patterns as well as to attempt to infer the repair
processes of common ancestors of particular groups
or of all life. It is important to note that in all our
analysis of repair gene origins we may be underestimating gene loss. For example, we have inferred that
UvrA, UvrB, UvrC and UvrD originated in bacteria
or in a common ancestor of bacteria and Archaea,

Fig. 3. Evolutionary gain and loss of DNA repair genes. The gain and loss of repair genes is traced onto an evolutionary tree of the species
for which complete genome sequences were analyzed. Gain and loss were inferred by methods described in the main text. Origins of repair
genes Žq. are indicated on the branches while loss of genes Žy. is indicated along side the branches. Gene duplication events are indicated
by a ‘‘d’’ while possible lateral transfers are indicated by a ‘‘t’’.
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because these genes are found in all bacteria and one
Archaea, but not in any eukaryote. However, it is
possible that the common ancestor of all life encoded
these genes and that they were lost early in eukaryotic evolution. Our estimates of gene origin are thus
very conservative, many genes could have originated
even earlier than we suggest. Nevertheless, with this
caveat we still have inferred that many repair genes
were present in the last common ancestor ŽTable 6..
Based on our functional evolution studies for these
genes, we conclude that early in the evolution of life
many DNA repair activities were present including
PHR, alkyltransfer, recombination, AP endonuclease,
a few DNA glycosylases, and MMR. Interestingly,
most of these ancient repair pathways have been lost
from at least one evolutionary lineage ŽFig. 3.. Thus,
these genes are not absolutely required for survival
in all species. The ancient origin of many repair
helicases and the nature of the particular helicases
being used led Aravind et al. w38x to suggest that
many of the DNA repair helicases evolved from
RNA helicases that functioned in an RNA world.
This theory is one of the first links made between
repair pathways and the RNA world. Another possible link between repair and early evolution was
suggested by Lewis and Hanawalt w169x.
Our analysis suggests that many other repair genes
originated at or near the origins of major evolutionary groups ŽFig. 3.. Interestingly, in many cases,
genes with similar functions originated separately in
different groups Že.g., UvrABCD vs. XPs, RuvABC
vs. CCE1, Ligase I vs. Ligase II.. Perhaps most
surprisingly to us, we found that many repair genes
are of very recent origin Že.g., MutH, SbcB, Rus,
RecBCD, RecE and AddAB.. Thus, repair processes
are continuing to be originated in different lineages.

to note, however, that not all proteins in this superfamily have helicase activity and that the motifs are
actually indicative of DNA-dependent ATPase activity. Since all helicase motif containing proteins are
homologous, each distinct gene must have been created by a separate gene duplication event. Thus, gene
duplication has allowed repair pathways to copy
helicases used for other functions and then use them
in slightly different ways. Other examples of gene
duplication in the history of repair genes are given in
Table 7. The particular details of each duplication
reveal a great deal about each protein. For example,
many eukaryotic repair genes were created by gene
duplication events within the SNF2 family Žwhich
itself is a member of the helicase superfamily.. This
suggests that this particular family has an activity
very useful for repair in eukaryotes w20x.
Another mechanism of origin of repair genes is by
co-opting genes from other functions. For example,
MutH may have descended from a restriction enzyme. New repair genes have also originated by gene
fusion or fusion of domains w38x. For example, SMS

Table 7
Gene duplications in the history of DNA repair genes
When duplication
occurred

Duplicated genes

Ancient

SNF2 family
MutS1–MutS2
RecA–SMS
PhrI–PhrII
MutY–Nth
Early helicase evolution
Rad23a–Rad23b in animals
RecQL–Bloom’s–Werner’s in animals
SNF2 family massive duplication
Rad51–DMC1
MSH1–6 ŽMutS family.
PMS1–MLH1–MLH2 ŽMutL family.
Rad52–Rad59
polB family
Ligase family II
Fpg–Nei
UvrB–Mfd–RecG
UvrA
LexA–UmuD
Ada–Ogt in Proteobacteria
Phr in some cyanobacteria
UvrD–Rep–RecB
RecA1–RecA2 in Myx. xanthus

In eukaryotes

4.3. Mechanism of origin of repair genes
DNA repair genes have originated by a variety of
mechanisms. One common means is by gene duplication. Perhaps the best example of this comes from
the helicase superfamily of proteins w170x. Members
of this superfamily are involved in almost every
repair pathway and in many cases multiple distinct
superfamily members are used in a single pathway
Že.g., UvrB, UvrD and Mfd in NER.. It is important

In bacteria
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is a fusion between Lon and RecA domains and Ada
is a fusion between alkyltransferase and transcription
regulatory domains ŽFig. 2.. A final way that a
species can get new repair activities is by lateral
gene transfer. Since this does not involve creation of
new repair genes, it is discussed in a separate section
below.
4.4. Gene loss
Our analysis shows that gene loss is a frequent
event in the history of DNA repair ŽFig. 3.. As
discussed above, it is important to remember that we
may be underestimating the total amount of gene
loss in the history of repair. In some cases, whole
pathways have been lost as a unit Že.g., MutLS,
SbcCD.. Such correlated loss of multiple genes in a
pathway suggests that the functional association
among these genes is conserved between species. In
other cases single genes or only parts of pathways
are lost Že.g., components of the RecF pathway.. The
number of times a particular gene or pathway has
been lost can also be informative. For example, that
MutL and MutS1 have been lost many times in
separate lineages supports the suggestion that there is
sometimes a selective advantage to losing these
genes. Limitations on gene loss can also be informative. For example, our analysis shows that the last
common ancestor of life encoded two AP endonuclease — Nfo and Xth. Some lineages have lost Nfo,
some have lost Xth, but none have lost both, supporting the suggesting that AP endonuclease activity is
required for all species. Differences in gene loss
between lineages are even more striking. For exam-

Table 8
DNA repair genes that were lost in the mycoplasmal lineage
Process

Protein

BER
Recombination initiation
Recombination resolution
Mismatch repair
TCR
Induction
Direct repair
AP endonuclease
Other

MutY–Nth, AlkA
RecF pathway, SbcCD
RecG, RuvC
MutLS
MFD
LexA
PhrI, Ogt
Xth
MutT, Dut, PriA, SMS
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ple, there has been extensive loss of repair genes in
the mycoplasmal lineage Že.g., Table 8, Fig. 3.. Not
surprisingly, loss of repair genes is more common in
species or lineages with small genomes. This points
to a problem in drawing too many conclusions about
the likelihood of gene loss in general from the
analysis of currently available genome sequences.
Many species have been picked for genome sequencing because their genomes are small and thus may
have undergone more gene loss than an average
species.
4.5. Lateral gene transfer
New repair activities can be acquired by a particular lineage without the creation of a new gene by the
process of lateral transfer. The best examples of this
are genes transferred from the chloroplast to the
plant nucleus Že.g., RecA, MutM, photolyase..
Transfers of genes from the mitochondrial to the
eukaryotic nucleus also seem likely Že.g., Ung,
MSH1.. These and other possible cases of lateral
transfer are listed with a ‘‘t’’ in Fig. 3. Given that
lateral gene transfer appears to be quite common
over evolutionary history w171x, it is likely organisms
could replace lost genes relatively easily by gene
transfer.
4.6. ConserÕation of pathways
Comparisons of the evolution of the different
classes of repair reveal a great deal of diversity in
how well conserved the classes of repair are. In
addition, the ways in which classes of repair differ
between species are also variable. The conservation
between species can be classified according to the
level of homology of the pathways. Some pathways
are completely homologous between species Žthey
make use of homologous genes in all species.. This
is only the case for some of the single enzyme
pathways ŽPHR and alkyltransfer.. Interestingly, all
the single enzyme pathways are direct repair pathways. Other pathways are partially homologous. For
example, some of the proteins involved in MMR are
homologous between E. coli and eukaryotes Že.g.,
MutS and MutL., but others are not Že.g., MutH and
UvrD.. Finally, there are some pathways that are not
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homologous at all between species despite performing the same functions. The best example of this is
NER in bacteria compared to that in eukaryotes.
These systems are apparently of completely separate
origins. In addition to different levels of homology,
pathways also differ between species by functional
divergence of homologs. Examples of this include
the divergence of 6–4 and CPD photolyases and the
divergence of MSH genes for MMR in eukaryotes.
4.7. Prediction of species phenotypes and uniÕersal
DNA repair actiÕities
We believe that the key to making functional and
phenotypic predictions for any species is an understanding of the evolution of the functions of interest.
For example, functional predictions for homologs of
repair genes are improved by evolutionary analysis
Žsee Section 2.. Such evolutionary functional prediction has been particularly helpful in studies of a

variety of repair genes such as MutS, photolyases,
many of the BER glycosylases and many of the large
helicase-motif containing families. In addition, identifying how many times new genes have evolved
with particular functions helps determine whether the
absence of particular homologs is meaningful. For
example, the fact that uracil-DNA glycosylase activity has evolved many times in non-homologous proteins suggests that the absence of homologs of these
proteins cannot be used to predict the absence of
uracil glycosylase activity. A similar case can be
made for recombination initiation and resolution activities. In contrast, since alkyltransferase activity
has apparently only evolved once, it is likely that
those species without a homolog of the known alkyltransferase gene family do not have alkyltransferase
activity. Similarly, the fact that all generalized MMR
systems use homologs of MutS and MutL suggests
that the absence of mutL and mutS genes means the
absence of general MMR. Finally, it is important to

Table 9
Predicted DNA repair phenotypes of selected speciesa
Pathway

PHR
Alkyltransfer
NER
Transcription-coupling
BER
Uracil glycosylase
Alkylation glycosylase
Misc. damaged bases
AP endonucleases
Mismatch repair
Recombination
Initiation
RecBCD pathway
RecF pathway
AddAB pathway
SbcCD pathway b
Recombinase
Branch migration
Resolution
NHEJ
Ligation
a
b

Proteins with
activity

Bacteria
E.
H.
coli
influenzae

He.
pylori

Bac.
subtilis

M. genitalium

Mycop.
pneumoniae

PhrI, PhrII
AdarOgtrMGMT
UvrABCD or XPs
Mfd or CSArCSB
Ung, GT
AlkA, TagI, MPG
MutYrNth. FpgrNei, Ogg
XthrAPE1, NforAPN1
MutLS

q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

y
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

y
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
y

y
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

y
y
q
y
q
q
y
q
q
y

y
y
q
y
q
q
y
q
q
y

RecBCD
RecFJNORQ
AddAB
SbcCrMRE11, SbcDrRad50
RecA, RadA, Rad51
RuvAB, RecG
RuvC, Rus, RecG, CCE1
Ku, DNA-PK
LigI, LigII

q
q
y
q
q
q
q
y
q

q
q
y
y
q
q
q
y
q

y
"
y
y
q
q
q
y
q

y
q
q
q
q
q
q
y
q

y
y
y
y
q
q
y
y
q

y
y
y
y
q
q
y
y
q

q s likely present, "s may be present, ys likely absent, ? s not able to predict well.
Resolution is possible non-enzymatically so absence of genes does not mean resolution is not possible.
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realize that some species may have novel activities
that have not been characterized in any species.
The difficulties in making functional and phenotypic predictions are exacerbated by the biased sampling of the evolutionary tree in studies of DNA
repair. For example, there has been very little experimental work on DNA repair in Archaea and what
has been done is usually the characterization of
homologs of known repair genes. Thus, any repair
processes that evolved within Archaea will likely be
missed by comparative genomic approaches. Given
that many processes appeared to have evolved in
bacteria or in eukaryotes, it seems very likely that
there are also many that have evolved in Archaea.
One can easily see the ‘‘bias’’ of model systems by
following the gain of repair genes in Fig. 3. Essentially all of the gain events are in the lineages
leading up to E. coli, Bac. subtilis, yeast and humans. This is not surprising because almost all the
repair genes we analyzed are from these species.
These genes must have been present in some ances-
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tor of these species and thus the only place they
could have been ‘‘gained’’ is along the lineage leading up to these species. Clearly, repair genes must
have originated in other lineages — especially given
the evidence that new repair genes have originated
relatively recently Žsee above.. For similar reasons,
we have an underestimation of the amount of loss of
repair genes in these model organisms. They could
not have lost their own genes.
Despite all these potential problems, we have still
tried to make phenotypic predictions ŽTable 9.. It
should be remembered that all predictions need to be
confirmed by experimental studies. We believe such
predictions are a useful starting point for designing
experiments on these species and for determining if
the predicted presence or absence of particular repair
activities can be correlated with any interesting biological properties. For example, the predicted absence of many repair pathways from mycoplasmas is
consistent with the high mutation and evolutionary
rates of mycoplasmas. Thus, we can use the absence

Archaea

Eukarya

Mycob.
tuberculosis

Synechocystis sp.

B. borgdorferi

T. pallidum

Aq.
aeolicus

All

M. thermoauto
trophicum

Meth. jannaschii

Ar. fulfulgidus

All

S. cereÕisiae

Ho.
sapiens

All

y
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
y

q
y
q
q
q
y
q
q
q
q

y
y
q
q
q
q
y
q
q
q

y
q
q
q
q
y
y
q
q
q

y
q
q
y
q
y
y
q
q
q

y
y
q
q
q
y
y
q
q
y

q
q
q
?
q
y
y
q
q
y

y
q
?
?
q
y
y
q
q
y

y
q
?
?
q
y
q
q
q
y

y
q
?
?
q
y
y
q
q
y

q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

y
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

y
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

q
"
y
y
q
q
q
y
q

y
q
y
q
q
q
q
y
q

"
y
y
q
q
q
y
y
q

y
"
"
q
q
q
q
y
q

y
"
y
q
q
q
q
y
q

y
y
y
y
q
q
y
y
q

y
y
y
q
q
?
?
y
q

y
y
y
q
q
?
?
y
q

y
y
y
q
q
?
?
y
q

y
y
y
q
q
?
?
y
q

y
y
y
q
q
?
q
q
q

y
y
y
q
q
?
?
q
q

y
y
y
q
q
?
?
q
q
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of certain genes to make some predictions. For example, the presence of UvrABCD but the absence of
Mfd from the two Mycoplasmas and Aq. aeolicus
suggests that these species can perform NER but not
the TCR component of it.
One generalization that can be made from our
phenotypic predictions is that, despite the lack of
many universal genes, it appears that there are many
universal activities. For example, we predict that all
species have AP endonuclease activity. However, no
AP endonuclease gene is universal because there are
two evolutionarily unrelated AP endonuclease families ŽNfo or Xth.. All species encode at least one of
these genes. Similarly, all species encode at least one
of the two ligase genes.

5. Summary and conclusions
We believe that the analysis reported here can
serve as a starting point for experimental studies of
repair in species with complete genome sequences
and for understanding the evolution of DNA repair
proteins and processes. However, it is important to
restate some of the caveats to this type of analysis.
First, it should be remembered that all functional and
phenotypic predictions are just that — predictions.
They need to be followed up by experimental analysis. In addition, the species for which complete
genome sequences are available is not a random
sampling of ecological and evolutionary diversity. In
particular, many have small genomes Žthis is the
reason they were sequenced. and have likely undergone large-scale gene loss events in the recent past.
Thus, this may give a misleading picture about what
an average bacterium or Archaeon is like.
Despite these limitations, the phylogenomic analysis of DNA repair proteins presented here reveals
many interesting details about DNA repair proteins
and processes and the species for which complete
genome sequences were analyzed. We have identified many examples of gene loss, gene duplication,
functional divergence and recent origin of new pathways. All of this information helps us to understand
the evolution of DNA repair as well as to predict
phenotypes of species based upon their genome sequences. In addition, our analysis helps identify the
origins of the different repair genes and has provided

a great deal of information about the origins of
whole pathways. We believe our analysis also helps
identify potentially rewarding areas of future research. There are some unusual patterns that require
further exploration, such as the presence of
UvrABCD in some Archaea and the only limited
number of homologs of known repair genes in any of
the four Archaea. In addition, the areas with empty
spaces in the tree tracing the origin of repair genes
may be of interest to determine if novel pathways
exist in such lineages. In summary, we believe that
this composite phylogenomic approach is an important tool in making sense out of genome sequence
data and in understanding the evolution of whole
pathways and genomes. Combining genomics and
evolutionary analysis into phylogenomics is useful
because genome information is useful in inferring
evolutionary events and evolutionary information is
useful in understanding genomes.
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